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irfTHomJCTioif
A challenging problem in biology today is that of the 
control of growth and differentiation. little is known of the 
physiological and biochemical inechaninas controlling and 
directing the pattern of cell development. Sven loss is known 
of the control of the interaction and integration of cells in a 
oulticellular system. Ihe pattern of organisation within a cell 
population is assumed to be determined by the genetic make-up 
and ohemioal environment of the constituent cells. Yet it is not 
understood how this organisation, a complex interdependence of 
cells, is brought about and maintained.
One way in whioh it is possible to assist in solving this 
problem is by providing information concerning the various 
components of growth and differentiation to the organisation 
of cell populations in intact organisms. Careful analysés of 
the development of a cell population with a recognisable 
pattern of organisation should make it easier to see where the 
pathways of oontxv>l lie.
A convenient aultioeHulor system for work of this >djad is pro 
provided by the root apices of plsnts. The developing root is a 
simple axial structure, lacking lateral appendages and containing 
a wide variety of cell types. IMder normal conditions the root is
boterotrophic. It depends for its energy supply upon carbohydrates 
supplied frok the seed and then the shoot, or under experioental 
conditions from some external source. %thin the root it is 
possible to distinguish the different components of growth - cell 
division, elongfition and maturation - because the progressive stages 
of differentiation occur in a line r sequence from apex to base. It 
is peiiiaps this feature of root develo oent which has in the past 
been meat important with respect to its choice as experimental 
material in morphogenetic studies.
Many workers have studied root apices in vivo and in vitro and 
ouch data concerning their organisation and behaviour have been 
accumulated. The lines of research have been varied. Some workers 
have been interested in physiological aspects of differentiation, 
others in the growth requirements of roots in tissue culture and 
others in the kinetics and arrangement of colls in the meristem. It 
is along this last line of research t: at I have been working. I have 
investigated the growth pattern and organisation of the apical 
meriston in roots of Allium sntivun with a view to gaining 
information about the root aexistem of a Species which has a 
relatively easily defined quiescent centre aM whose chromosome 
oonplesient facilitates analysis of ohrotaosome aberrations induced 
br>' experimental treatments. Evidence has been collected to test the 
thesis that cells of the quiescent centre, in roots with multi-
cellular promeristems, are held in the G1 phase of the mitotic cycle, 
(Clowes, 19^4. %  is the T^ eriod of the aitotio cycle between the
end of telophase and the onset of DNA s nthesis for the next mitck 
Present evidence that qulesce it centre cells are held at the 
sta e coîRes from measurements of the duration of in different 
regions of the morister- of Zea. Using a pulso labelling teoliniqua 
Clowes (1965) has found that occupies more than seven-eighths# 
of the jholo mitotic cycle in the quiescent centra cells of Zea 
nays. Chemical assays of LRA content by Jensen (1956) have also 
shown that the DffA content of cells io at a minimum in transverse 
slices of Vicia fabo root taken at the level of thecuiescent centre,
The pattern of organi sation in the root opex may bo resolved 
by the planes and rates of growth and division of cells in the 
meristem. lïlth information concernin': the growth pattern of tlie 
normal root based on both these aspects of organisation It is 
possible to analiyso the response of the î'oot aoriston to various 
experimental treatments. I have oxar-ined the affect of two 
experimental treatments, X-rays and colchicine, on the beiiaviour 
of the root meristem of A. sativum and correlated these efl'oots with 
the time parameters of the mitotic cycle in different récrions of# 
the meristem.
It it these studies of the root meristem of Allium sativum 
that ere reported here.
4.
XATEBIAL AND METHODS 
A good roaaon for ohoosing to wos# with Allium sativum
Li%-la the ease whieh large numbers of roots of similar ageA
and aiae may be grown#
Cloves of A#sativum were peeled to expose the root 
primordla# These olovea were threaded on stainless steel 
wires and sttspended over beakers of tap water at room 
temperature# A thermograph run over a period of a weWc 
showed that with the baekground heating used during the 
experiments room temperature was 21 ± C# An eleetrlo 
puflQ) was used to aerate the water continuously# Each day 
the water was changed to prevent any build up of fungal and 
baeterial contamination# In the autumn roots emerged within 
12 hours and were 1«»2 cms long after 2 days growth but in 
late spring 4 days growth was Apequently necessary for the 
roots to reach a length of 1 to 2 cms# These variations in 
the time required for root primordla to emerge and their 
subsequent growth rates is prchably due to initial differenoes 
in the desgieation of the gsrlio olove# Using roots of 1^2 cms 
length for experimental purposes ensures that meristematic calls 
in the apex are dividing rapidly and that growth is not due
to ##11 elongation alone* Moots used to measure rates of 
mitosis were grown in the dark to avoid any possibility of 
partial synehrony being induced by diurnal changes of light 
and dark*
Roots for hLstologioal studies were fixed in fPA and 
those for chrcmosone analysis or autoradiography were fixed 
in aoetio-aloohdl* After experimental treatment the 
terminal i cm of thirty to forty straight roots were fixed 
in about 50 ccs of fixative# Twenty-four ho’^rs later the 
fixative was replaced Ity 99^  alcohol except that if the roots 
were to be kept for more than a few days before embedding or 
squashing thay were stored in 70^ alcohol*
Host of data reported here comes from longitudinal 
sections of paraffin embedded roots because in sections it 
is possible to delimit discrete regions of the meristaa#
Roots were embedded in paraffin wax (melting point $6%) 
via bensene* To reduce tissue and CQrtoplaamio shrinkage in 
the molten wax embedded roots were kept under reduced pressure 
to evaporate benzene quickly and were not heated above 60^ #  
Sections were out on a rotaxy microtome at 8y*L for histological 
propara tiens and 6yufor autoradiographs * Sections for 
autoradiographs were spread on water and stuck to subbed 
slides* Other sections were spread on 5^ formlin and stuck
to slides smeared with Haupt^s adhesive# Several standard 
staining techniques were used but the most useful one for 
counting nuclei in different regions of the meristem was 
Feulgan and fast green.
Squash preparations were used for chromosome analysis. 
Roots were stained in leucobasic fuehsin. The terminal 2mm 
was tapped out in aeetio acid covered with a cover slip 
previously smeared with glycerol albumen and squashed#
Slides were made permanent by floating off the cover slip 
in acetic acid and then dehydrating in alcohol before 
mounting in Etqmnal.
X-irradiations were given using a Newton Victor machine 
delivering a dcse of approximately 120 r/ndn. at 70 kv
and 5 ma. Cloves of roots for irradiation were laid on
water^sodden cotton wool around the periphery of a Petri 
dish which fitted under the cone of the machine.
Sections of tritium labelled roots were prepared as 
autoradiographs by a stripping film method using Kodak 
fine grain AR 10 stripping plates. They were exposed for 
28 days at developed in full strength ID 19 t& t 6 minutes 
at 20%  and fixed in IF 9. The autoradiographs were washed
in running water for 30 minutes# dried and examined under oil
immersion# Labelled see tiens were stained before applying 
the film with leuoobasie fuehsin or stained after exposure 
and development through the film with Leishman Giemsa# 
Sections and squashes were examined microsoopieally#
An eyepiece graticule was used to facilitate counting of 
nuclei in different regions of the meristem. Drawings of 
chromosomes were made using a camera lucid* and inked in 
with Indian ink# Cell maps of the median section of meristem 
were prepared by drawing rrnmd the cell wells of « photograph 
of the meristem with Indian ink and then reducing the 
photograph with ferrecyanide. Photographs were taken on 
35mm film with an eyepiece camera#
%The root meristem and quiescent centre of Allium sativum. 
Introduction
There are two hypotheses which are useful in describing 
the organisation of the apical meristerns of roots. The first# 
is the classical histogen theozy (Hans te in# 1668) which describes 
the organisation of the meristem in terms of the tissues to which 
it gives rise* The limitations of this method are that histogens 
in roots are not as discrete as was once thought and no account 
is made of how histogens are maintained. The other hypothesis 
is the Korper^Kappe theory of Sohuepp (l9l7) which describes the 
arrangement of cells in terms of the places of cell division 
within the meristem. Using a combination of a modified histogen 
theory and analyses of cell complexes based on the Korper^Kappe 
theory Clowes (1930) described the organisation of the apical 
root meristem of Fagus svluatioa. This investigation and 
subsequent work on Vicia and other roots with broad columellas 
led Clowes (l932) to suggest that such roots have broad multi- 
cellular promeristerns. The promeristem^which is here taken to 
mean the functional initials of the meristem^is cup shaped and 
contains four to five groups of initial cells whioh give rise to
tissues sufficiently discrete to be classified as histogens. The 
promeris tern may alter In sise and shape during the life of the root 
and thus the status of particular constituent cells may be 
changeable.
Further researches into the nature of the promeris tern in 
roots without columellas or with narrow columellas as in Zea or 
Tritium have led Clowes (1953) to designate a minimal constructional 
cwtre within the promeristem# the minimum number of cells 
required to maintain the pattern of organisation.
The minimal constructional centre consists of the cells at 
the poles of the stele and cortical complex and those at the 
head of each file of columella cells in the centre of the cap.
As a result of experience gained from surgical experiments on 
roots Clowes believed that these minimal construction centres played 
no important part in the actual growth of a root except for those 
of its cells in the cap since the surgical experiments led him to 
believe that the actual promeris tern was larger than the minimal 
constructional centre. He Relieves that the antithesis between 
the evidence for a minimal construction centre and the evidence 
for a much bigger promeris tern results from the fact that the 
pattern of cells reflects the past behaviour of the apex in the 
embxyo or root poimordium as well as the current behaviour. The
(0
earlier work on root apices of the so called ’’open** type in 
whioh there is no easily discernible boundazy between stele and 
cap as there is in grasses leads to ambiguities of interpretation 
and these had^prevented a proper analysis of the situation. The 
discovery by geometrical analysis of the cell pattern of a 
quiescent centre to the meristem confirms the distinction 
between the promeristem and the minimal construction centre*
This quiescent centre lies In a more or less hemispherical 
regicm around the poles of the stele and cortex and consists of 
cells that divide rarely or not at all* Clowes has confimmed the 
presence of a quiescent centre in the meristem of root apices 
by auto-radiographic techniques# (Clowes 19^^) and bT measurements 
of the average rates of mitosis in different regions of the 
meristem (Clowes 196? ) *
Many workers agree with Clowes* concept of the promeristem# 
but there are two other theories prevalent concerning the nature 
of the cytogeneratlve centre in angiosperm roots namely the central 
cell hypothesis (Guttenberg# 1947) and the initial group hypothesis 
(Brumfield# 1943) I Guttenberg and his associates (Sohade and 
Guttenberg, 1951 ) believe the cy togenera tive centre to be a single 
totipotent cell similar to the apical cell of some Pteridophy tes * 
This central cell occasionally divides and is the centre of
development from which all histogens are derived. Brumfield's 
view is somewhat similar to that of Guttenberg in that he thinks 
the oytogenerative centre comprises few cells. Brumfield (l943) 
tagged meristem cells of Crenis and Viola with X-ray induced 
chromosome aberrations and then examined sections of the primary 
roots after a period considered sufficient to eliminate cells 
not derived from the initials existing at the time of irradiation. 
He found that the meris terns of some roots were sectdkmal chimeras 
in which particular aberrations occurred in sect^ms of the root 
extending from the stele to the cap and for about a third of the 
circumference. From this he concluded that there were three 
initial cells and that each initial produced a third of each of 
the tissue regions. In interpreting his results in this way 
Brumfield made two assu%%q>tions; that all similar aberrant cells 
are derived from a single mietant cell and that irradiated cells 
behave exactly as normal cells in a meristem. Both these 
assumptions are invalid# the second more seriously so. Many 
irradiated cells die and those whioh survive do not necessarily 
divide at the same rate as before irradiaticn. However# it is 
possible to explain Brumfield's results in terms of a large 
multicellular promeris tem without yaking any tenuous assumptions. 
Davidson (19^' ) has also followed cell lineages during recovezy
of Viola roots from irradiation. Ragenaration involves the 
formation of a new root primordium and,from relative frequencies 
of cells with changed chromosome c<xnplements^Davidson has 
estimated that this primordium is composed of 40-30 cells. The 
primordium could comprise derivatives of only three cells present 
at the time of irradiation ^but this is different from saying 
that the promeristem of the regenerated root comprises only three 
cells#
The limits of the quiescent centre are readily defined in 
Zea and other members of Grammniah because of the distinct 
boundazy between the root cap and the rest of the meristem. Thus 
the discreteness and sise of the quiescent centre in Zea recommend 
it for experimental purposes# but unfortunately the chromosomes 
of Zea are small# numerous and light by staining. This makes
chromosome analyses after experimental treatments extremely
0%)difficult. In Vicia which has few# large,densely staining 
chromosomes the root has a broad columella and the boundaries of 
quiescent centre are hard to see. The following investigation was 
carried out in an attempt to find a species whose roots would 
provide good e aq)erimental material from the point of view of •» 
dloorete easy recognition of a quiescent centre and accurate
y#
ohroaosome analysis. Preliminary tests were carried out with 
several species known to have low chromosome numbers includingt 
Sorghum# Secale# Allium cepe and Allium sativum. Sorghum seeds 
were difficult to germinate# Allium cepa sets are not available 
throughout the year and the bulbs are expensive and inconvenient 
sources of roots and mitotic indices in Seosfe were lew under the 
test growth oonditl(ms. The most promising species seemed to be 
Allium sativum so further investigation of ^is root meristem 
was made and the presence of a quiescent centre determined ty 
amtoradiography .
Material and methods
Roots were grown as described in Section 2# thus all the roots 
investigated were adventitious roots. The apices of some roots# 
fixed in FPA# were pr^red as longitudinal or transverse sections 
thick and stained with tannic acid# 0#ange Ç  and safTanin 
according to the recipe of Sharman (l943}« Longitudinal sections 
of other SPA-fixed roots were stained by the PAS technique 
(Jensen 1962). Autoradiographs were prepared by the stripping 
film technique using longitudinal sections out at 6^ of roots 
fixed in acetic-alcohol after feeding with tritia ted ^yraidine
/ «
of aotlvlly 0 2a>(^ C/L and apoolfio eoltirtgr for i|B houra#\
Feulgen stained root tip squashes oonfirmed a diploid 
complement of sixteen large darkly staining ohromosomes*
Herlstam of A U l w  MitlTun
The following brief outline of the ana tony of the root apex 
in Allium sativum is based on examination of ten median and ten 
sets of transverse sections of roots stained with tannic acid 
orange G* and saÂpanin# A. sativum has a prdminent root cap 
the central portion extending on average S o o ^ distal to the 
stele pole and the periphestal cell layers sheathing the root 
extending for about proximal to the stele pole. Attempts
to remove root caps as in Zea (Juniper^ usually resulted
in the fracture of this periphehal part of the cap. In the central 
region of the cap there is least variation in the else of cells 
there are usually 6^7 vertical rows of cells each with an individual 
initial cell# Meristwaatic activity in these cells extends through 
only 3 or 4 cell rows distal to the stele pole cap cells lose 
their meristeoatic activity beyond this region and enlarge. The 
cells towards the apex of the cap are crammed with numerous large 
starch gains. Cells in the periphenal layers of the root cap are
/G
Figure %
Drawing of the median section of the root apical 
meristem of Allium sativum (see Plate "S’ )
smaller than those of the central region and less homogeneous*
The walls of outer cells of the cap stain darkly^ the cells 
lose their contents and become rounded off.
At the pole of the stele the minimal constructional area 
comprises iCM3 homogeneous small cells with small rounded 
nuclei. Under normal conditions less than i f ê of these cells are 
in division. Stained with tannic acid orgnge & and snframin 
these nuclei look particularly red udiereas most other interphaser
nuclei are more yellow. The ehromotin network has a texture 
slightly different from that of most other nuclei in the meristem# 
it looks more fibrous. The numbers of inter phase nuclei of this 
red colour and of the yellowish colour were counted for the 
different regions of the meristem. The percentage of red 
interphase cells corresponds with the percentage of cells in Qi 
in the different regions of the meristem (Section it.). It la not 
possible from this investigation to decide whether the staining 
reaction emphasises differences in the condensation of chromatin 
during the cell cycle » chromosomes are bright red * or whether 
it reflects changes in the chemistry or structure of the chromatin. 
Nevertheless it is obvious that quiescent centre cells have a 
different appearance from normal meristematic cells# thou^
differences are no doubt enhanced by Ihe homogeneity of the 
groiQ) of cells. But this homogeneity is in itself indicative 
of differences in the behaviour of these cells compared with the 
behaviour of other cells in the asynchronous population of the 
root meristem.
In the roots examined# the stele is a pentarch or tetrach 
protostele about f2 cells in diameter. The large central file 
of cells is the first to begin to differentiate and the demartation 
of the single layered penicycle soon follows. The central cells 
differentiate as elements of metazylem vessels, but the first 
phloem elements# the protophloom sieve tubes at the periphery 
of the vascular tissue between the lylem poles# mature before 
the f^Lwnvessel elements. However maturation of vascular 
tissue does not occur within the region of the root apex used 
throughout the investigations reported here. The cortical 
parenchyma consists of layers of thin walled cells with large 
intercellular spaces at their interstices. The endodermis 
differentiates very soon after the pericyole. At a slightly 
higher level the epidermis becomes differentiated by a different 
staining reaction from Ihe cortical cells and by the more boxlike 
shape of its cells# Under the growth conditions of these 
investigations no root hairs developed.
5Figure
Stele 200^  from the 
quiescent centre. (24)
Stele just above the 
quiescent centre. (24)
Quiescent centre (12)
Cap initials (16)
Diagram of the regions of the meristem investigated in the 
experiments reported in th’is thesis. Estimates of the number 
of cells counted per root for each region of the meristem are 
given in parenthesis ;
9^Pig# ^  1» Af a diagram llluatratlng the regions of the 
meristem whioh were examined in the following investigatlons.
An average estimate of the cells counted in each region is given#
Korper^Kappe cell patterns#
In median sections of root apices files of cells radiate 
from a region near the pole of the stele# Where a single file 
of cells is continuous with a double file the d5r actions of cell 
division at the junction are reflected in a T configuration of 
the cell walls# Schuepp (l9l7) divided the root meristem into 
Korper and Kappe according to the directions of the T divisions# 
The central cylinder of the root apex is narrower than the stele 
to idiich it will give rise thus* the the cell pattern of this 
region, T divisions have the capital of the T facing the root 
tip# But in the root cap longitudinal cell divisions occur to 
compensate for the sloughing of outer cells and the capital of 
the T faces the base of the root# The boundary of the Korper- 
Kappe regicHis may be in a constant position in relation to the 
histogens in some species, but* in others* may vary with the 
width of the root#
Plate 3 shows a photograph of the median section of a
Figure 3
7-0
Diagram of the Korper-Kappe cell patterns of 
the root apical meristem of Allium sativum.
"Xi
PAS*stained root of Allium sativum and Pig# 3 give# a diagram 
of tha Kôrper*Kappe ealX pattern of the aama root* The Kappa 
OQoqplex of tha root la confined to the root cap where all tha T 
dlvlalona face the baae of the root# Longitudinal dlvlalona are 
infrequent near the axla of tha root cap where tha predominant 
plane of dlwlalon la tranavarae# contributing to the length of 
the cap# Here the pattern which oatohaa tha eye la of 
longitudinal rowa of calls oomprialng the columella^but this la 
becauae of distortion between adjacent rowa of cells, tha cap la 
In fact divided by T divisions over Its whole length#
Increase in the girth of the root la achieved in tha usual 
way by increase in the tangential and radial width of oalla and by 
IntldUjial and perlollnal longitudinal divisions# Trans versa 
sections (Plata z  } show that the cassation of meristematic 
activity In tissues also follows the usual trend. Cell division 
ceases first In the central calls of the stela and last in the 
epidermis# Tha later divisions in the epidermis and outer cortex 
are all anticlinal# Anticlinal division occur more frequently In 
the #utar regions of the root to accomodate the increase In Internal 
volume#
Median sections and the Korper-Kappe pattern of call complexes 
suggest that the initials of the cortex are distinct from those 
of the stele and those of tha periphenal part of the root cap#
■2.2.
However, it is impossible ffom the pattern of cells to tell if 
the cells at the poles of the stele and cortex divide or not 
because the cortical cells are not sandwiched between the cap 
and the stele as they are In grasses# Thus from the pattern of 
eells in A# sativum there Is no evidence about the existence 
of a quiescent centre#
Autoradiographs
In autoradiographs of the median sections of roots fed with 
trltlated thymidine for 48 hours there is a group of cells 
corresponding in site to the quiescent centre of other species 
at the peles of the stele and cortex few of whose nuclei have 
autoradiographs# This region comprises about 10-13 cells In 
section (le# 30*50 in the solid} and has the shape of a plano­
convex lens whose diameter extends over the central third of the 
diameter of the root# The region of unlabelled cells constitutes 
the quiescent centre# There was no incorporatlcm of thymidine 
and therefore no W A synthesis in most of the cells during a 48 
hour period (Plate 4- ) •
2.3
mAsmimicr of rm rates of loitosxs %N rm root 
m m n r m  of Atum* u n m m ^
Cell# aie loet eoetlmmlly durieg root grooth from the 
merletem to the some of differentlatloe# Corroepomdiiig 
replioement of these differentia ting eells ooours to give 
the pattern of orgenieatiom in the merietem. The rate of 
eell division in the merietem aaintelne the pattern impoeed 
tgr the pvedetevnined plane# of division# So it ie only nith 
Information about b o ^  the dlrootion and rate of eell division 
and groeth that it is possible to spproeiate the pattern of 
organisation in the meristem and thus analyse the effeot of 
treatments disrupting the normal pattern of growth end 
diffmmitia üon#
Some workers have Apswn oonelusions about rates of 
division from latotie Indioee (the peroentsge of oWls In 
division) # However it has been pointed out that peroentages 
of eells in division give no reel estimate of the freousncgr 
of division (Brown# f99t| Evans# Messy and TonlciAson 1959| 
Clowes,t9dt)# The Uitotle Index is unohenged by fbetors 
sffeotiag all stages of the mitotie wole e#mlly# At the asm#
tlm# an ineraoM In Mitotla Index dee# not neeeeeesUy mean 
that oelXa axe dividing fmater# An inereeae in Mitotie 
Index nay repreeent an inereeee in the proportion of the 
total cell ayole oeoii^ ied by nitoeia ahile the rate of 
division remains constant^ or a deoreese in the proportion 
of the syele oeoi^ied by interphase while the rate of 
division becomes sleeer# Sinilssly a deosMse in the Mitotie 
Index does not neeeesarily indioate a deoreese in the rate of 
osU division#
In eynehronous sell populations measurement of iAm length 
of the mitotie eyele is a simple matter of direst observation# 
Unfortunately lynohronous sell populations ooour rarely in 
nature# In most organisms# as in mshy root apises sells divide 
aeynehronottsly am only partially eynohrono#wly and here indireet 
methods must be used to measure rates of mitosis#
Several methods have been used to measure the length of 
the mitotie «yole in root apices but so far most values 
obtained for its length have been avsvegs values for the 
whole of the root meristem# Su^ values take no aeoount of 
the variations in rates of mitosis betrsw the different 
regions of ^  meristem# It is these variations which are 
of Importance In determining the pattern of organisation*
However, Clowe# (l96l and 1965) ohoae three method# for 
detensining rate# of mitosis which could be adapted for 
use with longitinal sections o f root apices and measured 
the length of the mitotic cycle for different regions of 
the meristem of Zea mays# Using the same three methods 
I have measured rates of mitosis for different regions 
of the root meristem of Allium sativum.
Itoawawwnt a t  th# duwtlon of the !««#> of th. altotio «ml#
mmmiiittm yC, «ntnÉaatt.te.ga<Jitetet t m i M B t »
Introduction#
% e  first method I have used for detenaining the time 
paraMten of nltotio <yele in tho onrlatra af *lHm» 
roots is one using eoXohieine# tnils method ess used by Evens#
Neaxy and Tonkinsen (l937) and Evans and savage (l999) to measure 
average values for the length of the mitotio eyole (T) for whole 
merlstems of Yioia faba roots and modified by Clowes (i960) to 
measure values of T for disorete regions of the root apleal meristem 
of Zea mays# It depends upon the Ibot ^ t  eolohioine inhibits 
cells from entry into anaphase by failure of spindle formation 
(Levan^1933 and Ostergren^l930) but does not prevent or delay 
the entry of cells into prophase (Dustin^l9W)# In a populaticm 
of aaynehronously dividing meristematic cells the rate of entry 
into metaphase equals the rate of entry into mitosis# So during 
a colchicine treatment the rate of accumulation of metaphases equals 
the rate of entry of cells into mitosis and hence the length of the 
mitotie cycle may be calculated# If meristems are eacposed to 
colchicine for long periods of time, nuclei restitute and form 
pelyploid cells# It is necessary therefore to use short treatments 
with eolohioine to avoid losing cells from metaphase to interphase 
throu^ restitution# Evans# Neary end Tcnkinson (l957) presented 
evidence that in some cells of Viola faba restitution nuclei were 
farmed after 8 hours exposure to colchicine# In the experiment 
described here the cdchioine treatment is not extended beyond # hoirs#
^7
Three day o ld  g a rlio  root## #ee# lom@# were tw m eferred  
to  0«on^ e#eo u e eolehlotm e «(S^atioii # le h  m e aeeetmd ooetin itouely  
in  the daxtc# Semplee o f roots were fix e d  in  IFA (^2#4 and 6 hours 
a fte r  leseirsion in  the e o l^ io ia e #  eshedded in  p e rs ffia  warn end 
sectioned s t  Syu,# The eeetlons were stained  in  leuco hssie  
end fh e t green end th e  nunhst e f m aslei In  the w srioits phases o f 
m ito sis  wme eecated fa r  the fo u r d iffe re n t re # c n e  o f the median 
sections o f tw enty ro o t meristems per fim tic n #  Fmresntags velues  
o f these counts e re  tm huleted (ta b le  i )  and standard e rro rs  a re  given  
fo r  the mets phases, p le tt ed in  Pig.
R esu lts*
Throughout the d-hour eo leh io in e  treatm ent th e  m itc tie  index 
r is e s * The p e rc e n ts #  o f prophaees ever W is  p eriod  is  reasonably 
constant and a fte r  2 hours th ere  a re  no anaphase# o r telcphaece 
present# The inereeee in  the m ito tio  In t a  is  due to  an increase  
in  the nuuher o f c e lls  a t  mstmphase# The date a ls o  show th a t the  
ra te  o f metaphmse accum ulation between t  mad 8 hours is  apprcsim ately  
oonstant in d ic a tin g  th a t th ere  is  no iih ib it ic n  e f c ^ s  from  en try  
in to  m ito s is  and th a t few c e lls  escape from  m e ta i^ s e  p o lyp lo id  
interphases during the e d c h le io e  trea tm en t. A few cap in i t ia l  c e lls  
show signs o f re s titu tin g  a t  S hours b u t these c e lls  were ru n te d  
in  w ith  the metsphsses# The le e g th  o f the m ito tie  cyc le  is  c a lc u la te d  
from  th e ra te  o f accum ulation o f mstaphases between 2 and 8 hours#
The ra te  o f aeeu m la tien  o f m eta#ases a t  the beginning o f treatm ant
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Is avoided beeause Evans# Heavy and Tonucinson (l957) have shown
that different eonoentrations of oolehieine disnqit already
fonnod ^indies with different effieieneies and Davidson (1965)
has shown that oeUs of the same meristma may have differing
sensitivities to eolohieine#
In oaloulating T,I have used the method of Evans# Heavy and
Tenkinson exeept that# like Clowes (l960)# I have net made a
oorreotion for any eells idiieh may eseape from metaphase te
anaphase or interphase# It is assuawid that during the period of
the experiment all or veiy nearly all #ie cells in the regions
considered here are meristematie and dividing asynohronously#
Experimental evidwee presmated elsewhere in this thesis suggests
that this is a fair assuoqption#
If m is the total number of meristematie eells in a population
and the proportion of these cells in division at any one time is
constant thwi the increase in cell nusâ>er is expwential#
m » mye (l)
where is the number of meristematie cells at time t * 0 and X Q
is a constant# If I is the duration of the complete mitotio cycle 
then according to equation (i) meristematie cells at time t « 0 
would have multiplied to 2 m^ ty time t m T# Therefore from 
equation (l) e/^* * 2 so that
. (2)
One dividing oeU contributes one extra meristematic oell to 
the population and so the number of cells dividing in unit time 
equals the rate of increase of the population so from equation (l)
31
it " ^ V  (3)
It may be deduced from equation (3) that for an increaeing 
population the nuober of cells in various stages of mitotio cycle at 
a given instant is not constant# The population is continually 
increasing by division of cells but the number of cells coming 
into division is increasing proportionally thus maintaining the 
mitotio index (M. I#, the percentage of cells in division per 
unit time) constant# A t a fixed time t  the number of cells in 
the population which will cooq>lete a division after a further 
interval of time between s and (s e ds) is the rate from equation 
(3) at time (tes) multiplied by ds
from equations (l) and (4) the IH of the meristematic oells may 
be expressed as
Ml • 1 r ** X ■ • a»v "  J -0
where ^ is the length of mitosis# If aay terms which are 
independent of s are rwoved from the integral then we have
i sII « —  e ~ f ds
arnO
SaO
Xs 1 S# ^  
s«0
t>2.
X Tm  # ^ 1 (5)
A series expansion of e* is es follows#
#* # 1 * * ^  ♦ ©
if both sides of this équation are differentiated
* « 0 e 1  * m e i sf e ^
oan be expanded in similar f&shion and if Ai; is small by 
adding CD and (z ) and negleeting powers ef Xz greater than 1
e * i # A t  (d)
Therefore from  5 #md d 
n  # At
If the value A from equation (2) is substituted in equation 6 and 
if ^  is small then
II ^  ^  log^ ^
low under the so tien of oolehieine the rate of entry into 
smtaphsse at time t is equal to the rate at whieh these oells 
wcMild have eme#%ed from telo^mse after an interval Sg ie# at 
time t + Sg if thqy were not prevwted from progressing to 
anaphase by the oolehieine# Sg is a oonstant anrking the boundary 
between prophaee and metaphase in treated end untreated roots# The 
rate of entry into metaphase di^dt is therefore from equation ( 3 )
idlers 1i(t) is the mrsber ef sells in mstaphase at time t# If t^  
is a time during treatment at idiieh there is an sffsetive barrier 
to anaphase the number eells aeeumulated in mstaphase during
36
a subsequent period \xp te tg is given by
s «t. j t.1 ^ *1 
vdiiob evaluated gives
Ktg) - K \ )  - #^*2 . #^*1 ]
or as a fraction of ^ e  total eonstant number of meristematio
oells m e  o
Ü à r .f i S l  . r . >■(*!-»i) . , 1  c )V ^  L J
Thus the aooumulation of metaphases after the formation of a 
barrier between metaphase and anaphase is an exponentially 
inoreasing function of time and equation ( 7 ) oan be expanded like 
equation (S) writing x for (tg - t^)
If the values for the aooumulation of metaphases are spaeed over 
a total time interval Sx then the line fitted by least squares 
to the data will leave a slope q 
q # e^*2 (i ♦ A *)
The boundaxy between prophase and metaphase in untreated roots 
and roots treated with oolehieine is eonstant Sg# So the ratio
3 4
Of the number of oells In metaphssa and later stages of mitosis 
to the total number of oells is corresponding to equation ( S)
e ^   ^ m j.
This equation and that for the slope provide a quadratic 
from which may be calcule ted
o X 4- X » r (define)
+ A - r # 0
a * ^  ^  ♦ A »
2lc
By equating the mean rate of entry into metaphase between 2 and 8 
hours (ie# 2 sT » 6) to the mean slope q and equating the 
percentage of metaphases and ana / telophases in noanaal roots to ^  
a value for X eould be calcula ted# T may then be found by 
subsitution of A in equation (2) and "z ty substitution of X  and 
the value for the mitotio ind«c of untreated roots in equatiw (g)» 
Taking the aooumulation of metaphases between 2 and 8 hours 
the duration of ^&e mitotio cycle T was found to be 33 houra for 
the cap initials 33 for the stele just above the quiescent centre 
and 33 hours for the central stele 200 y^from the quiescent centre# 
The diratiwi of the mitotio cycle for quiescent centre cells was 173 
hours# Values of zr based on X and mitotie indexes at 0 hours are 
givw in Table Z #
Duration of the mitotio cyele and «dtoaia ealimlatad 
fpoa ra te #  o f m etarhae# aoowfUtloci (in heure)
mitotio cyele mitoaie
ear initiaXa 53 4#8
quleaoemt eemtve 173 2#3
atale jmat above
q^ieaeemt eemtre 39 7#b
ataXe 200 from 
qitleaeent centre 33 6#1
3 6
Dlseusslon*
These results oonfirm that rates of mitosis in the quiescent 
centre are vexy low# The value for the length of the mitotie 
cycle obtained here is nearly identioial with that of 174 hours 
for the quiescent centre of Zea mays found by the same method 
(Clowes 1)60)# The duration of the mitotic cycle is six times 
greater in the quiescent centre than in the other regions of the 
meristem investigated*
It is notable tbat in the other regions of the meristan# the 
cap initials and the two stelar regions# there is little variation 
between the rates of mitosis measured# There is not the sharp 
distinction# which Clowes found in Zee# between the length of 
the mitotio cyole ha the esp initials and the length the 
mitotic ^ d e  in the stele# In Zea man initial cells divide 
once in 12 hours while ètele oells divide only once in 28 hours#
In Zea ^Cap initials divide more than twice as fast as cells in other 
parts of the meristem# For this reason cap initials in Z f ^  are 
more sensitive to radiation damage than other parts of the 
meristem (Clowes 196) )# In Allium sativum one would expect
the cap initials and stele to be equally sensitive to irradiation 
since there is no marked differ woe between the rates of mitosis 
in these regions of the meristem#
These results are discussed more fully at the end of the chapter#
3>7
P H ration o f A #  B ite tio  o re lt from  tln iiw  o f cm  m ik m t U ,
Introduction#
The second independent method I have used to measure the
rate of mitosis in Allium sativum involves timing DRA synthesis
by finding the rate at idiioh nuclei become labelled when the
meristem is fed with a radioactive precursor of tfRAm Howard and
Pelo (l93l end 1933) have used this method to measure average rates
of mitosis for ihole meristems of Viola faba roots and Clowes has
used it to measure rates of mitosis in different regions of the
meristem of JJgg jfiU# In the original experiment Howard and Pde
used P ^  labelled phosphate as the DNA precursor but Clowes used
trltlated thymidine# In this experiment I hive also used trltlated
thymidine# Hot only does tritium give autoradiographs of hig^ &er
32resolution and cause less radiation damage than P because it 
emits softer ^  particles but also by using a labelled substrate 
which is a specific precursor of DHA the necessity to give an excess 
dose and then remove HHA and o^er compounds from the prépara ticm 
is obviated*
Method.
Allium sativum roots were grown in the usual way until they 
were 1 - 2  cm# long and thon transferred to a solution of trltlated 
thymidine with an activity of o#230^c^c# The solution was aerated 
continuously and maintained at 20% in the daxk# S€iBqd.es of roots 
were fixed in acetic alcohol after 2# 4, 8, l6# 32, 48, bO and 72
S 3
hours treatment# The root epic es were sectioned longitudinally 
at 6yu.# stained with leuco^basio fuchsin, prepared as antora- 
diographs on high resolution stripping film and exposed for 28 
days# The numbers of labelled interphases and mitoses were 
counted in the feme different regions of the meristem for 10 
roots per treatment#. , The percentage values these counts are 
given in Table 3 and Fig# 4- #
Results#
Trltlated thymidine labels cells in the DHA-aynihetio phase 
(5) of the m'itotio cycle# This phase occurs during interphase 
between 0^ # the period fr^ the end of the previous mitosis
to synthesis and Gg the period from W A synthesis to the onset of the 
next mitosis#
Cells lAlch are in the IRA-aynthetio phase when they are first 
exposed to the tritie ted thymidine become labelled veiy quickly#
After 2 hours exposure to the labelled thymidine about kO ji of cells 
in the cap initials and stele were labelled and less than g# of cells 
in the quiescent centre# The number of labelled interphases rises as 
eells which are in G^# mitosis and finally Gg at the time of 
Initial exposure to the labelled thymidine reach ERA synthesis#
Ko mitoses become labelled until oells shich are in S at the 
beginning of exposure to label reaoh mitosis# Labelled mitoses 
first appear between 4 and 8 hours after exposure# In the cap 
initials and stele all oells reaching mitosis are labelled before 
32 hours#
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Tbe time required to reach the maximum nuaiber of labelled 
interphmee nuclei la equivalent to the duration of the Whole 
mitotic cycle (T)# Theae values of ? for the regicma of the 
meriatem investigated are given in Table 4* Assuming that 
increase in cell number in the meriatem is an exponential 
function of time the Mitotio Index la approximately equal to 
( x / i )  log^ 2 where is the, duration of mitoaia (Hoffman^ 1949) #
Values of % baaed on Mitotic Indices at 2 hours are given in 
Table Thus it is not possible to obtain a useful value for 
T for the quiesowt centre from this method# Normally the rate 
of mitoale is so low in the quleaowt centre that long before all 
the cells become lab^^led# radiation damage to the rest of the 
meriatem induces changes in the behaviour of the quiescent centre 
eella # ,Clowes (l96l) has found that when JÊÈEÊ roots are
exposed to o one entra thch solutions of tritlated tlymidlne (20 C/ml) 
for 15 hours the (ÿ&iescent centre disappears within 72 hours# 
radiations from the tritium affect the meriatem in a similar wiy 
to X«-rays in Zea (Clowes 19^)# Radiation damage to the cells of 
the rest of the meristem and the resulting slower rates of mitosis 
cause qu&ssCMit centre cells to synthesise DMA and enter mitosis #
In the present experiment there Is evidence that cells of the ground 
meristem suffer radiation damage# After 32 hours exposure to 
tritlated thymidine cells in the cap initials and stele contain 
mioronuolei# During the ?2 hour treatment the mitotic index falls 
in the cap initials and stele and rises in the quiescent centre #
H '5
tmM 4-
DuxmMw cf Mb# mitotic eycl# «oA mitocim fWom imte^  of
tborWLAim# iabdlim# (im cjU M
regiom of soot mitotio #y»i# mitooi#
# #  imitialo 28 9
qwiosoont oemts# • «
# t# l#  ju s t a to ro  the
q#eoo#mt oomtso 98 4
# W #  200yit mtov# th#
quioaomnt oomtm# 29 9
Discussion#
These results sgaln show that cap initials in Allium sativum 
do not divide muoh faster than cells in the stde$ suggesting 
that these regions of the meristmn are about equally radioswsitive# 
AlÜiough no measurement of the duration of the mitotio oyole in 
the quiescent centre is possible the rate of labelling experiment 
enq)hasi3es the low rate of siitosis in this regi<m#
However this is not such a satisfactory method for measuring 
rates of mitosis in different regions of the root meristem as 
metaphase accumulation» It does not alls# low mates of mitosis to 
be measured and causes considerable radiation damage to cells 
dividing quickly and incorporating relatively large q^ntitles of 
tritium# Also errors due to scoring are more probable than in 
metaghase accumulation because of difficulties in deciding 
fdiether a heavily labelled xmoleus is in interphase or mitosis and 
whether a nucleus covered ty few silver grains is labelled or not# 
Neverthe less results obtained here based on the rate of labelling 
DMA are useful in comparison with results obtained by other methods#
Duration of the dlffwnt pha»»» of the mltoti# eml#. 
Introduction
The two previous experiments reported here show that 
^ e  quiescent centre cells of Alli^ sctivum divide far 
more slowly than cells in other regions of the meristem# 
Values for the durcticm of mitosis show that it is not 
the time spent in division which accounts for this dis­
crepancy# It is the duration of interphase which is so 
mastedly prolonged# So it is necesscxy to establish which 
part or parts of interphase are those responsible for the 
extent of the mitotic cycle in quiescent centre sells of
iU l!B  JftiJsZ»*
The average length of the component phases of the 
mitotic cycle may be found by pulse labelling with a 
radioactive precursor of XXU# This method was first used 
on mouse intestinal epithelium (Ouastler and Sherman 1999) 
but has since been applied to roots# Howard and Dewsy (i960) 
used it with squash preparation of whole root apioes but 
the disadvantages of this technique are discussed elsewhere#
Clowes (1965)# using sections# determined the duration of 
component phases of the mitotic cycle in different regions 
of the meristmn of pee mars.
I have applied ^ e  method to Allium sativum roots 
using tritia ted thymidine as the DNS precursor and de­
limiting specific regions of the meristem in longitudinal 
sections of the root apices as before*
Method
Allium sativum roots 1*2 ems. long were placed in 
tritlated thymidine solution of high specific aotivity 
and concentration 0. 300yu.C/^ for 30 minutes# They were 
then washed and transferred to a stated tap water^ maintained 
at 20*b in 'ttie dark# Root tips were fixed in acetic elo^iaL 
at 2 hourly intervals for 36 hours# sectioned at 6^and 
stained in leotoo-basio fuohsin# Autoradiographs were prepared 
and exposed for 28 days# Nuclei in mitosis in the four regions 
of the meristem were scored as labelled or unlabelled and the 
percentage of labelled nuclei plotted against time from 
removal from the tritlated thymidine# Because of the diffi­
culties in deciding whether some nuclei were labelled or not 
and whether some nuclei covered with silver grains were in
4 7
interphase or mitesis# two people aeored independently 
ell the ten roots for each treatments and the pereentages 
of labelled mitosis given in the graphs Pig. 5 are 
the pooled results of these scorings#
Results
Cells in the DNA spn^sis phase (s) of the mitotio 
cycle during ejqposure to the tritiated thymidine become 
labelled# The graphs show the double peaks of the first 
two pest labelling mitotio cycles of these cells except 
for the quiescent centre where the second peak is not 
reached during the 36 hour period of the experiment# 
Labelled cells do not come into division immediately after 
exposure to the tritiated thymidine# The interval between 
removal from the labelled thymidine and the time when 50^ 
of the cells in mitosis are labelled equals the duration 
of + & t: ' (where Gg is the phase between S and 
the following mitosis# when a diploid eell contains the 
4e amount of DMA# and ^  is mitosis) # The percentage of 
labelled cells in mite sis rises to over 8Q^ in the first 
peak and stays at this level while all the cells which were
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in S during labelling reeoh mitoaia and then fbXXa as eeile 
that were in (the phase of the cycle prior to oyntheeia) 
at ^ e  time of labelling eome into dlTislon# So the width 
ef the peak of labelled miaoeee at the 50^ level gives an 
estimate of the duration of S#
In these graphs there is no evidence of a dip in the 
middle of the first peak such as reported by Gloww (1964) 
for Jgfg and Howard and Dewqy (i960 and 196l) for Vicia 
which it is suggested is due to non-uniform labelling during 
S# However no stress should be laid on this since percentage 
values of labelled mitoses 12 hours after removal from the 
hot thymidine are unfortunately missing here#
The percentage of labelled mitosts continues to fall as 
cells which were In X or Gg during labelling eome» into their 
second post-labelling mitosis. Then the peroentafet of 
labelled mitoses rises again when the daughters of cells 
that were in S at the time of labelling reach mitosis# The 
time between the peaks on their leading edges if the second 
peak is not well defined provide an estimate for the average 
duration of the complete mitotis cycle T. If the mmber 
of meris terns tic cells is Increasing exponentially then the
low 2duration of mitosis may be found using the equation m  « ^ ^ e  
The Mitotic Indices at 2 hours# given in Table ^  are used 
to calculate ^  # (Hoffman 1949)#
5^0
iabis 5
Duration of the mitotio oyole and its oomponant phases 
(in hours) from pulse labelling.
.ap Initials qulsscent 
centre
stole just abere 
quiesocat centre
stele 200/\ 
quiescent
» 27 (173) 26 26
4 1 M 5 9
s 17 12 12
•a * 8 4 4
w 3 («) 8 6
MI 15.0 2.4 15.2 15.8
« ihm values in parentheses are derived from a value of ? 
obtained from metaphase aoeuaulation.
SI
The lengths of the four phases of the ml to tie eyele in 
the different regions of the meristw obtained from the data 
in the graphs are given in Table ^ .
This experiment does not provide a value for the total 
length of the mitotio cycle in the <piiescent centre but if 
173 hours# the value for T obtained by me ta phase accumulation# 
is used X and may be calculated# The durcticm of G^ for 
the quiescwt centre# 143 hours# is about thirty times greater 
than values of G^ for the other regions of the meristem. G^  
values fcr the cap initials and the two stelar regions are 
very similar being 4 and 9 hours respectively. Values far 
the duration of the total length of the mitotio oyole in 
these regions arc also veiy similar. S ocouples just sli#&tly 
less than half the total cycle in these regions. A similar 
proportion ef the mitotio cycle is occupied by S in the stele 
of (Clcwes j1969) and Trade$cantia shole root tips ( Wimber 
and QuastLer ^1963) but Howard and Dewey (i960) and Grant (l9&4) 
found that 8 occupies a smaller fraction of the mitotio cycle 
in whole root tips of Vio^ faba.
Compar^hg?the four regions of the meristem S,Gg and M 
do not vary oonmid^rably from one region to another. Ihis is 
again similar to the situation in Zee (Clowes 1969)*
5 %
Discussion*
These results shoe thst it is because of the length 
cf time spent in that the duration of the mitotio cycle 
is so leng In the quiescent centre. It is the length of 
time spwat in G^ which distinguishes quiescent centre calls 
from cells in other parts of the meristem.
Quiescent centre cells contain the 2e amount of IMA 
for 87^ of their mitotic cycle in Allium sativum. So they 
offer on average a smaller target to incident Irradiations 
than cells which contain the 2o amount of W A for a smaller 
proportion of their mitotio cycle. It is exacted therefore 
that quiescent centre cells are far more resistant to radiation 
damage than other cells in the meristem# Clowes has shown 
that this is true for Zea (1963} aud Vicia (l9^^)*
In the cap initials of 2ea mays G^  is absent or extremely 
short (Clowes 1965) # Clowes has suggested that this is the 
reason for the extreme sensitivity of the cap initials# ooe^rcd 
with cells in other parts of the meristwc of Zee to the effeots 
of X-rays (Clowes 1963) ^  rays (l96l ) and radio mimetic 
chemicals such as 3"^ino isaeil (1965). In the cap initials 
of Allium sativum G^  is scarcely different from G^  in the cells 
of the stele. So it is expected that cap initials in J^Lli%w 
are no more radiosensitive than stelar cells.
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TABLE 4
Duration of the mitotio cyoXe (T) and mitoaia ( ^  } in houra 
oaleulated from rate# of labelling and mataphaae aoeuoulatioa*
pulae labelling eontinuoua labelling mataphaae aeoumulation
T ^  T f TL
■ \
27 5 28 3 33 5
initials
quieaaent (i73) < • - 173 2
centre
a tele juat 26 6 34 4 39 7
above q#o#
a tele 2CX)/c 26 6 29 3 33 6
above q.o.
Diacuaslon.
The experiment# re orted in this seotion give three 
independent values for the length of the mitotio eyele 
(T) for differ mat regions of the root meris tm# of Alliym 
sativum* The only other estimates for T in discrete regions 
of the meristem are those of Clowes for roots of ^ gg mavs 
(1961 and 1964)# Siaapls alba (1962) and Vicia fahm (Cloeee 
and hall# 19&2)# Most of the previous evaluations of Î 
in roots o n shoots are aversges for whole meris terns#
Gray end Scholes (l99l) found that for yiola roots 
grown at 19% the value of T is 25 or 19 hours depending 
upon how much of the root tip is inoluded in the meristem# 
The method they used involves finding the rate of production 
of new cells from the nuaher of cells in transverse sections# 
the sise of the cells and the rate of root elongation# f r o m  
these data and the numbers of cells in mitosis and in 
interphas# T can he calculated# One of the dmidKtcks to
rthis method is that it depends upon an arbil^ azy delimitation 
of the meristem# Another error la caused by the necessity 
to assume thst all cell divisions contribute to the length
of the root# Hoeerd and Pelo (l995) ehteiaed e velue for 
T of 50 hours for roots grown et 19% by the eontliiuoiui
labelling method# While Evens end Sevege (l959) fPom 
eeauBsaXatioa of metepheses st 19% found T equal to 26 hours 
in woota#
Breen end Richless (l949) devised a method f w  measuring 
rates of mitosis ehioh involves maeexeting the root apex 
in a known volume of fluid and counting a sample of the 
suspràded sells in a hmemsey/toneter# Counts are made for 
given lengths of root before and after a known grow^ period# 
The total inerement of calls divided by half the inorsmant 
of meristsmatio sells gives the number of divisions ahW& ooour 
during the known period of growth# In this method a sell 
lacking a vacuole ia oonaidered to be aeristematio# but# as 
Clowes (i960) has pointed out# vaouolatiQn does not 
necessarily distinguish a non-mesis tens tic otU from a 
meriatematio cell# However using this method cm the roots 
cf ÇiCTum;) seedlings Brown (l95l) found T equal to 29 hours 
at 19%  and 14 hours at 50%#
Average values for the length of mitosis are useftd in 
demonstrating the gross effect cf external faetsrc such as 
teoperature on the length of the mitotis cycle (Brown# 19911 
Evans and Savage# 1999)# But they do not help to solve
merphogeneti# problem# and no oompariaon oan be made between 
average value# for ? in idiole meriatem# and value# for T eueh 
a# those cbtained in the present work# In gaining average 
values for the leng^ ef mitotis workers have assumed that 
all cells in Ihe meristem bW^ave similarly# Clewes (i960) 
has shown that this need not be so. Development and the 
maintenanae ef organisation is in part achieved by differen­
tial rates of cell division# For exaaqile in tissue oullwes 
it is only when differential rates of mitosis are set up 
that a group of cells loses its amorphous habit becomes 
organised and differentiates^ Similarly
in both plant and animal m &aeyoo differential rates of cell 
divisi(m are an integral part of the pattern of development# 
It is reasonable that differential rates of division which 
are of such importance in the early development of the plant 
should be of similar importance in maintaining organisation 
in the growth sones# the apical meris terns of the mature 
organisms.
Hejnowies (l999) cempared the rates of mitosis at 
different levels in the meristma of Trit3cuffiroots grown at 
18% .  He counted mitoses in I1y^ transverse sections and 
used photographs of the root surface to calculate the rate
S'?
of growth# In the epiderml# he found T to he 29 hours et 
the level of the steler pole# approxtaately 21 hours between
0.19.  end 0#6w^ from the steler pole and about 60 Imre
a further 0 # ) ^  proxlma^ to the pole# There is a similar 
pattern of an initial deerease and then inereaae in the 
length of sdtoais with inereasing distanoe from the stelar 
pOle in the netauflem and outer eortex. HejnoWLe# gave 
no values for T in the quiesoent centre W t  Clowea (l96l) 
considers that ^ jnowics^e results are ocwisistent with the 
existence of a quiesoentîcentre in Triticum,
Fcr comparison the values for T and z" in iUjyn found 
by the three different aethods are given in table ^  p. 6 3  
The values for t found by the labelling methods are vezy 
similar# but those found by neta#mse acouratlatlon are about 
6 hours hitler# The roots for the two labelling esqperinents 
were grown together and iA m  labelling treatments carried out 
siaultaneously# This could aoeount for the close similarity 
o t the two sets of results from Mbs labelling eiqp«riments#
The roots used for the metapha se accumula tion experisMnt could 
have been growing more slowly# However# the three sets of 
results show clearly that the rates of division in the various 
regions of the meristem investigated are reasonably similar#
^6
In all oases sûtes of eell division in the esp initials end 
in the stele 200^ fw m  the quiesoent emutre axe similar# 
Stelar sells just above the quiesoent eentre divide slii^tly 
move slowly #mn any other sells in the meristom for although 
the only figure for T given is that derived frmTj#^ o ^ w  
experiments indies te a high# though undetermined# value#
In ooqparimg the values for ? in Allium with time 
obtained for JBgg by Clowes (l96l and 1964) there is one 
ma@or similarity and two differeneea# In beth JlUlp and 
Jhl iStm sells of the quiesowt oentre divide many times more 
sloiây than oeUs in the rest of the mmristem# In ^ UlHB 
in the length of the mitotie syele is due to e prolonged 
jhase of the mitotio eyele# Quieseent eentre oelle spend 
nearly 9Q( cd* the mitotio eyele in # However ih ê  sap 
initials in iUitmi do net divide more quickly than cells in 
the stele wbeve-a in ^  cap initials divide at least 
twice as fhet as cells in the stale# cortex and wdodormis*
In Alliunwith the exertion of the quiescent centre there is 
little or no distinction between the different regions of the 
meristem with respect to rates o t cell divisicm but in Jgg 
there is relatively w ide variation in the values of T far 
ths different regions of the meristem#
^9
Clowes (1963} has oovrelated the radiosensltivlly of 
sells in different regions of the meristem with the length 
of the mitotio eyele and in particular with the proportion 
of the cell cycle occupied by # The present results suggest 
therefore that with the exception of the quiescent oentre the 
different regions of the meristem of Allium should be equally 
radiosensitive.
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The <iui>»o»nt o#ntr# th# .ffeot of oolohialne on 
root laeristcaa
Introduction
Colohieine inhibits spindle formation in mitosis| 
ohroDsosomes are arrested at metaphase (Levan 19)8$ Ostergren^ 
1950)» % s  ohr«natids of arrested chromosomes eventually 
fall apart# aggregate# deapiralise and form a single 
restitution nucleus# Since these chromatids would normally 
constitute two diploid nuclei the resulting restitution 
nucleus is tetraploid containing the 4c amount of DMA*
Thus colchicine induces pdyploidy in the sensitive dividing 
cells of a root mwistem. While the cells of a root are 
esq^ osed to oono entra ticms of colchicine above the threshold 
for spindle inhibition each «stxy into mitosis results in a 
doubling of the chromosome number.
Colchicine also has a physiological effect on the growth 
pattern of roots* There is a teaporaxy inhibition of 
longitudinal growth associated with the formation of a sub 
terminal apical swelling# the c-tumour( Allium cepa^ * Levan^l93ô# 
Viciai faba. Davidson 961 ) * This o-tumour swelling is
Gt
caused by the lecdlametrlc expansion of oeXle# particularly 
cortical celle# in the region of the root apex which would 
nonnally constitute the sone cf elongation.
Roots exposed to colchicine for short periods frequently 
recover. Cell elongation resumes a few days after treatment 
and the root apex grows away fi*om the e-tumour. The meristem 
cf the regenerating root is mixoploid.
Levan (l930} noted that shortly after treatment the 
meristem of roots exposed to colchicine for short periods 
contained maxy tetraploid oells# sce&e cells of higher 
ploidy and# towards the apex# some diploid oells. P*AmatC 
and Avansi (1948) reported that even after prolonged treatments 
with colchicine not all the cells in the meristem bec(xse 
pdyploid. Cells near the root cap are diploid when other 
cells in the meristem are l6-ploid or more. These diploid 
cells did not undergo mitosis during the effective period of 
spindle inhibition.
Davidsem (i960) has shown that the mixoploid conditicm 
of the regenerating root is temporary. Polyploid cells are 
replaced in the meriat«a by diploid cells. Over a period of 
several days the frequency of polyploid cells falls until all 
or very nearly all ^ e  meristematic cells in the root are
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diploid* The lineegee of diploid oells which repopulate 
the meristMn during reoovexy from eolohioine treatment 
arise from oells that do not divide during the period of 
exposure to eolohioine or while it continues to be effective 
in inhibiting spindle formation.
There are some oells in the root apex which do not 
divide (vexy frequently) and whose ohapomosome eompleaents 
remain visibly unaffected by experimental treatments which cause 
changes in the chromosome compliment of meristematic cells*
These cells comprise the quiescent centre* Quiescent centre 
cells are capable of division and following exposure to 
hig^ doses of X-rays divide to provide diploid initial cells# 
Derivatives of these diploid initials repopulate the meristem 
(Clo##», If)*. 3» )
It is hi^ily probable that quiescent centre cells 
provide the source of normal diploid cells iqpon which 
regeneration of the root after colchicine treatment is 
dependent (Davidson,1960^ Clowes^1960)* M^xe experiment 
reported here was carried out to test this hypothesis.
Method
Allium eatiTua roots were grown In the usual way until 
they were 1«*2 ems lemg# Half the roots were transferred to 
0e029p{ freshly prepared aqueous eolohlolne solution for 3 
hours# The rest were treated with 0#03^ oolchloine for 3 
hours# The eolohlolne was aerated and maintained at 20%,
The roots were thoroughly washed after treatment and grown 
on In tap water at 20%# Samples of eaoh set of roots were 
fixed in fPA just before and immediately after treatment and 
at dally intervals for days following treatment# The 
roets were ei^edded* seetloned longitudinally at 6yM-and 
étalned in leuoobasle fuehsin and fast green# The number 
of cells In interphase and the phases of mitosis were 
counted for the four different regions of the meristem In the 
median sections of ten roots per sample# The percentage 
values of these counts are given In Tables T  and % and 
the percentages of oüls in niteeis are plotted In fl#.
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Result#
Roots of âHAma sativum respond In the usual way to 
brief eolohlolne treatments. Longitudinal growth la 
Inhibited and between 12 and 36 hours after treatment a 
sub-terminal o-tumour swelling Is formed, Elongatlcm is 
resumed azkl the root apex begins to grow away from the 
tumour about 3*6 days after treatment# The data given in 
Tables T  and % show that during the three hmjæ eolohlolne 
treatment oells are arrested at metaphase as expeeted# The 
peroentage of cells In metaphase rises sharply In all regions 
of the meristem and there Is a slight rise in the mitotic 
index,
Twenly four hours after treatment the root meristem Is 
mlxaplold# In roots treated with 0#023^ cdohioine the 
majority of cells In division are ooi^leting normal mitoses. 
The mitotic Indices thou£^ in the cap initials and the stele 
regions fall to about half those found In untreated roots#
But within the following twenty four hours the mitotic Indices 
in the cap Initials and the stele just above the quiescent 
centre rise again to values higher than in the corresponding 
regions of untreated roots. This rise and fall In mltotle
TABWS. 7
Peroostagva of oells in Interpbass sad other phases of mitosis during 
roooTery from oolohieine treatment sith 0.029# for three hours.
treatment(hours) inte^hases prophaaes metaphases anaphasestelophases
mi.
oap Énitiala 0 90.0 7.5 0.6 1.9
3 88.5 4.0 7.5 0 11.5
24 94.0 5.4 0 0.6 5.0
UB 86.9 8,7 1.9 2.3 13.1
72 94.4 5.0 0 0.6 5.6
96 96.2 2.5 0 1.3 3.8
120 94.4 3.1 0,6 5.6
quiesoli at 
oeatro 0
3
100
97.8
0
1.3
0
0,9
0
0
0
2.2
24 97.4 1.7 0 0.9 2.6
48 96.3 2,8 0.9 0 3.7
72 90.8 7.5 0 1.7 9.2
96 97.2 2.8 0 0 2.8
120 95.4 4,6 0 0 4.6
stole Just 
above q.o. 0
3
85.7
83.3
9.3
6.9
0;7
10,0
4,1
0
14.3
16.7
^(o
TABLR continued.
treatment intex^hases 
(hours) % prc^asas aetaphases % %
anaphases
telo%Aases *.%.
«tel. just 7Jk 90.3 7.4 0 2.3 9.7
48 83.4 15.1 0.5 1.0 16.6
72 90.0 8.0 0.8 1.2 10.0
96 91.0 3.1 2.0 3.9 9.0
120 92.0 3.6 1.2 3.2 8.0
stale 200 0 01.5 13.2 2.1 3.2 18.5above thequiesoeat 3 81.4 7.6 10.7 0 18.6«entre
24 94.9 2.6 0.5 2.0 5.1
48 90.3 8.3 0 1.4 9.7
72 91.8 7.4 0.8 0 8.2
96 91.3 5.1 1.6 2.0 8.7
120 93.5 3.3 1.2 2.0 6.5
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TABtB.
Percent ages of oells in interphase and other phases of mitosis during 
reoorery from treatment with 0.095^  oolohieine for three hours.
treatment interphases prophases metaphases anaphases M,I,(hours) % % telophases
oap idtials 0 90.6 6.3 1.9 1.2 9.4
3
24 93.1 1.3 6.9
48 88.4 4.2 4.2 3.2 11.6
72 93.2 5.2 1.0 0.5 6.8
96 93.3 2.9 2.5 1.2 6.6
120 94.6 2.3 1.8 1.3 5.4
144 93.8 3.1 1.2 1.9 6.3
quiescentoentre 0 98.4 0.8 0,8
1.6
3
24 96.7 2.5 0.8 2.1 3.3
48 96.7 0.7 0.7 2.8 3.3
72 92.4 3.5 1.4 3.3 7.6
96 92.2 3.3 1.2 3.6 7.8
120 91.1 4.8 0.5 5.3 8.9
144 95.8 0.9 < 4.2
TABIS oontlmwd
treatsisnt isterphases prophases metaphases anaphases M.I. (hours) % % f telophases
6 5
stele just 
above the quiescent 
centre
stele 200 
above the 
qaleseent oentre.
c 87.0 7.1 1.7 /f.2 13.0
3
24 m . 3 4. 6 7.1 11.7
48 86.7 6.9 2.0 3.1 11.3
71 91.7 4.2 1.3 2.8 8.3
96 91.1 4#7 3.3 0.9 8.9
120 93.2 3.5 1.2 2.1 6.8
144 90.8 5.6 1.7 1.7 9.5
v-^
0 88.8 5.8 1V3' 4.2 11.2
3 .
24 84.6 7.5 7.9 15.4
48 87.7 5.4 3.2 3.1 12.3
72 91.7 3.7 2.3 2.8 8.3
96 93.4 3.5 1.5 0.9 66
/120 93.4 2.3 2.9 2.1 6.6
344 90.8 4.0 1.6 1.7 9.2
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Index in the first forty eight hours after treatment is 
pvobahSy due to partial ssmehropy of ^ e  cell cycle caused 
by the colchicine treatment# The mitotic Index in fhe stele 
2 0 0 from the quiesoent centre fails to rise to levels 
found in untreated roots# This Is because cells in this 
region are differentiating# These cells would be several 
liundred microns removed from the stele pele if the oolohieine 
treataient had not inhibited longitudinal growth#
In roots treated with 0#03^ colchicine there are far 
more cells in which chromosomes are still arrested at, 
metaphasc twenty four hours after treatment# Some of these 
cells are tetrsploid# It is because oells are still being 
arrested at metaphase that the mitotic indices of the oap 
initials and the stele are rather hi^er than in roots 
treated with the lower concentration Cf cdlehieine# Forty 
ei^t hours after treatment the mitotic indices An these 
regions are not as high as in roots treated with the lower 
concentration#
The mitotic index in the quiesoent centre during the 
first two days recovery from either treatment is slightly 
higher than in untreated roots# But within a further twenty 
four hcHU's the ntmaber of cells dividing in the quiescent
to
oentre rises to several times the number in untreated roots 
whereas in other regions of the meristem abwit half the 
usual number of oells is dividing# Thus three days after 
exposure to 0#029^ oolohieine there is a peak in the number 
of oells dividing in the quiescent oentre and the peroentage 
of sells dividing in the quiesoent centre is almost as high 
as elsewhere in the meristem# The period of high mitotic 
aeÜ^vily in the quiese«mt owitre is longer in roots exposed 
to the higher oonoentration of oolchloine# In these roots 
the peroentage ef sells in division in the quiesoent oentre 
does exeeed that of the rest of the meristem five days 
after treatment#
On the sixth day after treatment elongation resumes and 
as a result the mitotic index in the stele 200/* from the 
quiescent centre rises# It is interesting to note that the 
mitotio index in this region on the sixth day of recovery 
is equivalent to that of the stele ljust above the quiescent 
oentre on the previous dey# Six days after treatmwt the 
mitotic index in the stele Just above the quiescent oentre is 
restored to very nearly the original value in untreated roots# 
With this increase in the mitotio index of the surrounding 
tissues the mitotic index in the quiescent centre fhlls#
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During reoovery from ooXohioin» treatment thwe ie a 
period when the eoneentretlOA of reeldwl oolohieine ie 
near the threshold for mitotio spindle inhibition# At 
this level of eolehieine oono entra tion some oells complete 
normal mitoses others ere arrested at metephase# But in 
many cells there is no all or nothing effect# Partial recovery 
leads to the fo rm is itm  WT abemmnt mitotio spindles shioh give 
rise to abnormal anmphase segregations# Changes in the 
condensa tion of the ohromosome chroma tin asy also contribute 
to abnormal anaphase segregations# These differences in 
b^viour of the owistituent cells of the meristem may reflect 
inherent differences in their sensitivity to colohioine or 
they flKgf be due to uneven distribution of physiolcgtoally 
active colohioine within the root#
Twenly four hours After either treatment some Interplnse 
cells are multlnucleate or oarxy micro-nuclei# Multinuoleate 
cells are the result of awlti-polar spindles or faults in 
restitution while micro-nuclei are due to *stiWqy* anaphase 
bridges or lagging ^iromosomea or chromatids# The number of 
cells o^ irrying abnormal nuclei increases mazicedly between 
twenly four a M  forty el^t hours after treatment# But as far 
as it is possible to judge In sections of roots fixed forty
12.
e ig h t hours a fte r  tre s ta e n t #11 m itoses are noxmal# G rossly  
abnormal n u o le i are  e ith e r lo s t to  the sons o f d iffe re n tia tio n  
or beeome pyenotio and d ie .
Discussion
Keristematio cells suffer two types of alteration to their 
chromosome complements after colchicine treatment. Some eeUs 
become polyploid# but this is a balanced change in genetic 
material and does not seem to isqpair to any extent the 
reproductive integrity and efficiency of the cell or its 
ability to differentiate noxmally (Davidson t96i ; Taylor 
1963)* Other cells become aneuploid to vaxying degrees and# 
though slight changes in the genetic oos^lements of cells may 
allow them to remain viable# aneuploidy frequently leads to 
cell death or reduced reproductive efficiency. Thus the 
genetio damage sustained by many oells in the meristem on 
recovezy from exposure to colchicine is similar to the damage 
caused by irradiation.
On recovezy from colchicine treatment the number of cells 
in the meristem is reduced because cells lost to the zone of 
differentiation are not replaced in the usual way# Derivatives
n
o f o e lls  k ille d  o r dsmsged by the s ffe e t o f the eo leh ie in e  
ere m isslng and I t  le  these o ^ s  ehioh would nem eally 
r^ la e e  d lffe re & tie tla e  e e lls #  This laves tig s  tio n  shews 
th a t the Ih l l  in  the number o f s e lls  in  the m srlstem  oepeble 
o f d iv id in g  is  assooiated w ith  e stim ula tio n  o f d iv is io n  in  
the e h lls  o f the «piieseent e e n tre * Inoreaee in  the lü to tie  
Index o f the quiesoent oen tre is  s o rre ls  ted w ith  e deereese 
in  the M ito tie  Index o f the re s t o f the meristem# Th is  
fin d in g  e x a e tly  p a ra lle ls  these fw  ro o t meristem# on reooveiy  
from  doees o f X-raye# C e lls  in  the q u ieso w t e#m tre some in to  
d iv is io n  about th ree  days a fte r  irra d ia  tio n# a fte r  genetio  
and p h ys is lo g iea l damage to  m sriatem atie s e lls  and subsequent 
reduo tio n  in  the s ise  o f Urn m eristem . (Clowesi,
This in v e s tig a tio n  dem onstrates the r<Ae o f the quieseent 
oentre in  the reg eneratio n  o f the ro o t a fte r  exposure to  
e o le h ie ine# Two fa o to rs  are  o f ip a rtio u la r iaportanee w ith  
respeot to  the e ffie ie n e y  o f the quieeeent oentre o e lls  in  
b rin g in g  about the regeneration  o f the xoot apex# f ir s t#  the  
positlO Q  o f Him quiesoent een tre  is  th a t i t s  d e riv a tiv e s  
ean reaeh a l l  p a rts  o f the nsristem # Seemadiy i t  provides e  
la rg e  enough ssso o iatio n  o f a d jo in in g  di^Loid e#üLls to  form  a 
new ro o t primordium# C e lls  in  the quiesoent oen tre  are
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proteoted from the action o t eolohlolne because they nonaally 
divide so infrequently* Thus when the m  jorlty of oells in 
the meristem have ceased to divide they are capable of 
proliferating at such a rate as to double o r treble their 
number In two to three deys* From the occurrence of oells with 
a Vpioal ohroaosOQe complement in regenerated roots Davidson 
(i960) has estimated that in YioljS a group of 40 to 50 or 
more oells is necessary to establish a new root primordium#
After colohioine treatment the only source of so large a 
groiqp of noxmal diploid cells in the root apex is the 
quiescent centre and its derivatives# Although there may 
be more than the required number of normal cells dividing In 
other parts of the meristem they are distributed randomly 
and the pattern of growth in the root apex prevents their 
association in axy way which would lead to the establishment 
of a new root primordium#
The importance of the quiesoent centre in regeneratiw 
of roots after exposure to colchicine and X-rays is now well 
established# But we still know little of the faotors controlling 
the mitotio aotivily of cells#
TJT
The quiesoent oentre after X-irradiation and the radio-eeneltivity 
of various regions of the root meristem of Allium sativum.
Introduction
Bergonie and Tribondeatt (1906) expressed the nationale of 
radio-thereiy in the treatment of eanoer as a law whioh states 
that X-rays are more effeetive in damaging cells that divide 
aetively than oells which divide slowly. This law has been the 
subject of much oontrover^ because no one has been able to 
explain it satisfactorily. There are some obvious exceptions to 
the law (Bond 1959} and some workers have been led to dispute 
any oredanoe in the law. Lajtha (l96l) suggests that initial 
differences in sensitivily seen in different organs may be due 
solely to the rates at which different oells exhibit radiation 
damage. However# Clowes has shown that this law may apply to 
root mer is terns; in Zap (1963) and in Vicia (1964) the radio 
sensitivily of various regions of the meristem is eorrelated 
with the respective rates of mitosis in these regions* In 
particular radio sensitivily is correlated with the proportion 
of the cell eyole spent in the period of interphase prior
to W A  synthesis and Clowes has suggested that an explanation of 
the mechanism of the law of Bergonie and Tribondean is that slowly 
dividing cells spend a greater proportion of the cell cycle in 
the least radio sensitive stage of the mitotio eycle#
X*> irradia tion upsets the normal pattern of behaviour in 
the root meristem in a variety a t ways and thus there are 
several criteria by mdiieh it is possible to gauge radio sensitivity 
eg# inhibition of longitudinal cell growth# mitotic delay# 
chromosome damage and cell survival. But one of the easiest ways 
of estimating radiation damage is by the frequency of cells 
oarzying miorwmclei and this is a convenient method of measuring 
the relative radiosensitivity of différent regions of the merlxtem 
in sections of roots $
It is generally accepted that X-rays induce three types of 
chromosome abenation and the ^ype of abenation induced is related 
to the unit of breakage which depends xspon the phase of the cell 
cycle at the time of irradiation (Thoday# 1955; Evans# 1962). 
Chromosome breaks are induced in early internhase on G^  oells 
(Howard and Pelc^l95l) while chromatid breaks are induced in 
oells which are undergoing or have completed DMA synthesis and 
sub-chromatid breaks are induced in oells iwadisted during
nlate prophase or premetaphase# Some of these aberrations give 
rise to aoentrie fragments whioh are often excluded from the 
nuclear membranes of the daughter nuclei at the end of mitosis#
The fragment becomes spherical and forms a mieronuoleus trapped 
in one of the daughter eeUs# Aberrations resulting from 
chromosome breaks and some chromatid breaks are detectable at 
the first mitosis after irradiation# but those resulting from 
sub-chromatid and some chromatid breaks are not detectable 
un till the second mitosis after irradiation# Thus micro nuclei 
may be formed at the end of the first or second mitosis 
subsequent to irradiation# Â few mioronuclei are capable of 
self replication and some may be absorbed in time# but within 
a few days of irradiation the number of micro nuolei is an 
efficient measure of chromosome damge; Evans# Neary and 
Williamson (1959) have shown that micronuolei reflect about 
60^ of fragment frequency#*-^ .
The measurements of rates of mitosis in the various regions 
of the meristem of Allium sativum reported in Section 4 suggest 
that the e ap Initials and the stelar cells should be about equally 
sensitive to radiation damage# The experiments described here 
were carried out to test this and to note the behaviour of the 
quiescent centre after various doses of X-rays #
Method
Allium roots were grown in the usual way until they were 
1-2 oms# long# A sample of roots was fixed in fPA and the rest 
divided into four batches whioh w ere exposed to various doses of 
X-rays 150# 250# 400 and 600 rads as described in Section 2# The 
roots were returned to tap water and grown on# continuously 
aerated and maintained at o# 20% # Samples of roots from each 
treatment were fixed in FPA at daily Intervals for 5-6 days 
after irradiation and a further fixation was made after 9 days 
recovezy from irradiation. The roots were sectioned longitdydnaUy 
and stained in leuco basic fuehrin and fast green# Median sections 
of 10 roots per fixation were examined and the number of cells in 
different stages of mitosis and the number of cells oarzying 
mioronuclei counted in the different regions of the root meristem# 
The results are given in Table V and Pigs . 6^7 & .
Results
This investigation indicates that roots of Allium sativum 
are extremely radiosensitive# relatively more sensitive than roots 
of Vicia fabft. with the senic-UHèal dose for Allium roots at 
about the level cf 250 rads. Hence it was not possible to collect
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Percentages of cells with micronuclei in the root meristem of Allium sativum 
after exposure to 150 rads of x-rays.
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Percentages of cells with micronuclei in the root meristem of Allium 
sativum after exposure to 250 rads of x rays.
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Percentage of cells with micronuclei in the root meristem of 
Allium sativum after exposure to 400 rads of x-rays.
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a complet# met of data for the roots irradiated with 600 rads, 
many meristematio sells died and others differentiated prematurely 
so that five days after irradiation over 50)^  of the roots 
sectioned were deed or no longer contained any meristematio cells* 
After 150 rads longitudinal growth of Allium roots is initially 
stimulated but then 2*3 days after irradiation the rate of 
elongation falls below that of the control roots* Irradiation 
with higher doeses of X*roys causes root elongation to be 
partially inhibited almost immediately and nearly to cease 
4*5 days after irradiation* After nine days recovery some of 
the roots exposed to 150 and 250 rads show signs of recovery 
as cell elongation is resumed and derivative cells of the 
quiescent centre grow through the region previownly occupied 
by the cap initials* In none of the roots is there evidence of 
regeneration occurring from any group of cells except derivatives 
of the quiescent centre#
Table 9 shows that 24 hours after irradiation there is a 
fall in the mitotic index of the cap initials and stele, and the 
greater the dose the greater the fall of the mitotic index* This 
is probably due in part to mitotic delay and in part to the 
inability of severely damaged cells to enter mitosis* fluctuations 
in the mitotic index during the subsequent two or three days
S I
suggest that there is partial aynohrony of the cell oycle in the 
remaining meristematio cells caused by the delay of the first 
post-irradiation mitosis# In the cap initials 48 hours after 
irradiation with 150 rads the mitotic index is higher than in the 
control roots* Again 2 days after 250 rads the mitotic index in 
the Cep initials is 8#8^ , similar to that in the control roots, 
but twenty four hours later it is only 2*6^ and yet, within a 
further twenty four hours, it is 10*2^ , higher than in the 
control roots. In the stele although the fluctuations follow 
a similar pattexn the peak mitotic indices after irradiation do 
not reach the levels found in control roots* However partial 
synchrony does not appear to persist beyond the initial few 
days* Many cells die and others differentiate prematurely; 
the mitotic index in the cap initials and stele stabilises at a 
low level about 5*6 days after irradiation suggesting that mapy 
cells are capable of completing one or two mitoses subsequently 
to Irradiation but then cease to be meristematio*
In the quiescent centre the mitotic index is vexy low in 
the control roots and remains at lew levels until there is a 
sharp rise a few days after irradiation* The delay between 
irradiation and this rise in the mitotic index increases with 
increase in X-ray dose* The mitotic index in the quiescent
centre becomes 8*3^ three days after ttradiation with 150 reds,
6*7^ 4 days after 250 rads and 3»3^ five days after 400 rads*
Nine days after irradiation the mitotic index in the cap initials 
and stele is very low but in the quiescent centre and its 
derivatives it is still appreciably higher than in control roots.
The plots in Pigs^~^»how that, as eaqpeoted, more micronuclei 
are produced after exposure to the dose of 250 rads than after 
the 150 rad dose, but over the period of observation there are 
fewer cells with micronuclei after the 400 rad dose. This is 
probably due to the higher dose causing greater mitotic delay 
and more widespread cell death. The numbers of cells oarxying 
micronuclei in the quiescent centre are consistently low after 
each dose, reflecting the relative insensitivity of quiescent 
centre cells to guAetic damage after irradiation. The cells in 
the quiescent centre are relatively protected by the proportion ‘ 
of their cell cycle spent in 0^. That the percentage of cells 
with micronuclei in the cap initials after 150 and 250 rads 
is higher for most of the time than in the two regions of the 
stele suggests that the cap initials are the most sensitive 
region of the meristem with respect to chrcnnosome aberrations. 
Similarly the areas under the curves for the stelar regions 
suggest that the stele cells further from the quiescent o«itre 
are on average slightly more sensitive than those closer to it#
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This result is extremely Interesting since the similarily of the 
rates of mitosis in the cap initials and stele led me to expect 
these three regions of the meristem to be equally sensitive to 
radiation. However the measurements of the length of obtained 
from pulse labelling {p. ) for the cep initials of Allium
is 4 hours as opposed to 5 hours for the two regions of the 
stele. It is probably this difference which accounts for the 
increased sensitivity of the cap initials to radiation damage. 
There is evidence (p. S’s) that stelar cells near the quiescent 
centre divide slightly less frequently than cells 2 0 0 from the 
quiescent centre but since and S, the next least sensitive 
stage of the mitotic cycle (Howard and Dewey 19^^), are so 
similar in these regions this would not seem to explain their 
differences in radiosensitivity.
Thoday (l95l) counting the total number of microjiuolei 
produced after irradiation in squash preparations of whole root 
meristems of Vicia l b^a has found a single peak of micronuclei -^z, 
days after irradiation which falls away as cells multiply without 
replication of the mioronuclei and Hornsey, (l956) counting, as 
here, the number of cells with micronuclei in the whole meristem 
of Viola, has found a similar single peak. But Clowes (1963 and 
1964} has found that by examining small regions of the meristem 
of Zea and Viola after X-irradiation with near semi-lethal doses
1%.
and smXler doses it is possible to indentifjr a double peak in 
the number of cells with micronuclei which is masked by 
examining the whole meristem. Clowes explains the double 
peak in terms of the differential sensitivity to mitotic delay 
of cells in Gf^ and Gg at the time of irradiatiw. Cells in Gg, 
delayed less than cells in G^^#ome into division and form 
micronuclei at the end of their first post-irradiation mitosis. 
If these cells proceed to a second mitosis before G^  cells 
enter their first (mitosis) there is a fall in the nxxnher of 
micronuclei before the second peak is reached when G^  cells form 
micronuclei. The relative heights of the two peaks depend 
upon the relative lengths of G^  and Gg as well as their relative 
sensitivity.
Clowes’ observations were made at daily intervals over a 
period of 10 days following the irradiations. The present data 
for Allium are not so extensive, but they do show that the 
organisation of the meristem of Allium is different front that in 
Zea and Viola. Like those of e^a. the quiescent centre cells of 
Allium are markedly the least radiosensitive and also, as jm Z 
the cap initials are the most sensitive though the duration of 
the mitotic cycle is not distinct from other regions of the 
meristem and is double that of Zea cap initials. However the 
stele odls just above the quiescent centre are more comparable
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to those of V^ eia. exoepting the quiesoent centre they are the 
least sensitive and yet they do not have an especially prolonged 
mitotic cycle time in relation to other regions of the meristem#
In the plot of cells with micronuclei in Allium after 250 
rads the percentages correspond quite closely with those in 
Vicia during the initial 5 days after 360 rads (1964) except 
that the cap initials take the place of the stele cells ZOOyx. 
from the quiescent centre# In the cap initials and the two 
regions of the stele the frequency of cells with micronuclei 
reaches a peak at 4 days and is again hig^ at 9 days# Hornsey’s 
counts of cells with micronuclei for whole meristerns of Vicia 
are vexy low nine days after irradiation# Sop it is possible that 
after doses of X-rays near the semi-lethal level discrete regions 
of the meristem of Allium behave in a similar way to those of 
Zea and Viola producing a double peak of micronuclei# But 
unfortunately here there is no indication of the extent 4f any 
of the dip in micronuclei frequency between 4 and 9 days after 
irradiation# This must be remedied# A point, certainly worth 
following up is, the time of production and frequency of micro- 
nuclei resulting from chroma ted and sub chromated breaks revealed 
at the second Dost-irradiation mitosis# I believe such micronuclei
oay contribute considerably to the total number of micronuclei 
produced# Theoretically if these aberrations are as likely to yield 
micronuclei as chromosome breaks and 10^  of cells are in prophase 
or me ta phase at the time of irradiation then iO^ of all micro­
nuclei produced would come from those cells, but cells in mitosis 
are 10-13 times as sensitive to radiation damage as interphase 
cells. (Deschner and Sparrow 1^933 and Mitia 1^938) # If there is 
no double peak in thie occurrence of miorcmuclei like ttiose in 
Zea and Vicia this mould be due to the second mitosis of cells 
irradiated in Gg occurring later in Allium than in or V^oia.
It mould be due to differences in the behaviour of the micro­
nuclei once formed, they mould be absorbed less quickly or divide 
more frequently#
Discussion
r'Ck.ei CoThere are intrinsic variations in the Alo-sensitlvily of 
cells during the mitotic and meiotic cell cycles# The relative 
sensitivity of the different phases of the cell oycle differs 
according to the criteria by which radiation damage is assessed#
In plants if sensitivity is measured in terms of mitotic delay 
then cells in G^  at the time of irradiation a re the most sensitive 
since they are delayed the longest in reaching the first post­
irradiation mitosis (Neaiy, Evans and Tonkinson, 1959) # However 
analyses of the frequency of chromosome aberrations in the 
first two mitoses after irradiation show that if radiation 
damage is considered in terms of chromosome breakage then 
cells irradiated in prophase or metaphase are more sensitive 
than cells irradiated in interphase and cells at the end of 
interphase (Gg) are considerably more sensitive tl^ n cells in 
early interphase (G^ ) # (Sparrow, 1951 > Mitra ^1958, Bishop ,1950, 
Davidson,1958)*
The present results show that with respect to genetic 
damage the quiescent centre cells of Allium are on average less 
radiosensitive than other cells in the meristem* Cells in the 
two regions of the stele are equally radiosensitive while the 
cap initials are the most sensitive* These results, like those 
of Clowes for Zea (1963) and Vicia (1964), reflect the rates 
of division and in particular the proportion of the cell cycle 
spent in G^  in the respective regions of the meristem# Although 
the rate of mitosis in the cap initials is similar to the rate 
of mitosis in cells of the stele the G^  phase of the oycle is 
shorter and hence the cap initials are more sensitive#
Thus it has been established that the quiescent centre cells 
of Zea. Vicia and now Allium sativum are on average less
sensitive to genetic damage caused by Xvirradlation than other 
cells in the meristem# Further this reduced sensitivity is related 
to the increased propsrtion of the cell cycle spent in - hut 
what of the mechanism of protection inferred by the stateT 
One of the factors influencing the radiosensitivity of the genetic 
material during the cell cycle is the oxygen tension of the cell 
at the time of irradiation# In general the dose required to 
give comparable radiation damage under anoxic conditions is 
2 to 3 times the dose required under fully aerobic conditions# 
However a reduced oxygen tension in quiescent centre cells does 
not account for their relative insensitivi^ to radiation damage 
end ^eir ability to initiate root recovexy# Hall, Lajtha and 
Clowes (1962) have shown that the lethal effect of high doses of 
X-rays on Vicia faba roots is depressed if the roots are 
irradiated under anoxic conditions# This would not be possible 
if quiescent centre cells were already protected by anoxia#
The sensitivity of cells may also vary during the cell e/cle 
because of changes in the level of intracellular substances 
such as thid proteins which act as radical scavengers (Baeq and 
Alexander I96l)# Stem (1938 and 1939) has shown that in the 
mitotic and mèiotic cells of Trilligfum and hlllAeum anthers the
oonoentratlon of aoid soluble -SH and SS falls markedly as the 
cell proceeds from interphase through division# Changes in the 
level of thiol compounds during the cell cycle are such as to 
render interphase cells less sensitive to irradiation than 
cells dividing actively at the time of irradiation# But there 
is no evidence to suggest that cells are protected more 
effectively than Gg cells by the presence of such compounds# 
Experiments with fractimated do#fses of X-rays show that 
once quiescent centre cells enter mitosis they are as sensitive 
to a further irradiation as any other cells of the meristem 
(Hall) Lajtha and Clowes,1962)• This means that the protection 
afforded quiesoent centre cells is a direct consequence of their 
normal metabolic state rather than any inherent genetical 
property# It is well known that changes in chromosome structure 
and the DHA - protein content of the cell not only influence 
the types of chromosome aberration induced but also influence 
the resulting frequencies of these aberrations# In tetraploid 
cells the observed chromatid interchange frequency is doubled 
relative to diploid cells (Svans96l)• Similarly in a diploid 
cell DMA synthesis and chromosome replication lead to a substantial
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increase in chromatid interchange (&evell,l960}# Cells are 
less sensitive to genetic damage before DHA synthesis and this 
seems to be for two reasons; firstly, 2o nuclei offer smaller 
targets to impending radiations and secondly and perhaps more 
important, breaks induced in un-duplieated chromosomes frequently 
restitute, an occurrence enhanced by mitotic delay (Wdff, 196l ) • 
Thus on present evidence these two facts offer the only acceptable 
explanation of the relative resistance of quiesoent centre cells 
to X-ray induced genetic damage; but is this the whole answer?
■ n
Accumula tions of meta phases and rates of mitoses after X- 
Irradiation of Allium sativum roots#
Introduction#
Exposure of roots to acute doses of X-rays or bri^ 
treatments with oolohioine causes inhibition of cell elongation 
and changes in the chromosome conq>lements and rates of mitosis 
of meristematio cells# Soma of these changes affect the pattern 
of differentiation and some may result in cell death# Thus 
after X-irradiation or colchicine treatment there is inhibition 
of longitudinal growth, disruption of organisation and reduction 
in the sise of the apical meristem# Nevertheless roots frequently 
recover# Davidson (19^0 has concluded from eaqperiments with 
Vicia that during recovexy from X-ray or colchicine treatment 
a new multicellular primordium is formed within the damaged 
meristem and that elongation of cells proximal to this primordium 
initiates regeneration by carrying the new group of apical cells 
forward out of the old meristem# Analysis of oeUs with changed 
ccmxplements in regenerating roots indicates that cells contributing 
to the new primordium are derived from stock relatively resistant 
to and unchanged by the experimental treatment# In Vicia and in
I oo
Z#& quiesoent centre cells eone into division e few days after 
K-irradiation (Cloves 19 6% and 19 ^ 3 ) and Clowes has demonstrated 
that it is derivatives of quiescent centre cells which contribute 
the cell populatiw of the new primordium from which root growth 
is resumed# Investigations reported here show ^ t  quiescent 
centre cells of ^ llium sativum are also stimulated to enter 
mitosis after X-irradiation or brief treatment with colchicine# 
Quiesoent centre cells, being less radiosensitive #an other 
cells in the meristem (Cloves 1963 ) are better able to maintain 
their reproductive integrity and so, through cell lineages 
initiated by the new promeristem, provide the regenerating root 
with a high proportion of normal diploid cells#
Thus the broad outline of the mechanism of root recovexy from 
exposure to colchicine or X-rays involves the establishment of a 
new primordium and the resumption of cell elongation, but what 
of the causal sequence and relative importance of events leading 
to recovexyr Davidstai (19^0 considers that regaining the 
ability to promote cell elaagatdon is a basic step in the 
regeneration of roots following irradiation# Treatment of Vicia 
roots with doses of X-rays or colchicine that lead to the 
cessation of longitudinal growth do not entirely inhibit mitosis#
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This suggests that it is inhibition of oeU elongation rather 
than inhibition of mitosis that is the major factor in pafeventing 
longitudinal root growth# However, inhibition of polar growth 
in the sone of elongation follows irradiation of cells in the 
meristem, not cells in the sone of elongation; the expression 
of the effect of irradiation is remote from the site of induction# 
(Cray and Schdes ,1951# Cray and Boag quoted Howard and Pelc. 1953)* 
Thus cell elongation and meristematio activity may be inter­
dependent aspects of cell behaviour# There is evidence that cell 
elongation in Vicia roots occurs along a concentration gradient 
of indole acetic acid (ZAA) (Audus,19^^} and, under normal 
conditions, the auxin (lAA) concentration of the root is at 
a maximum at the root apex (Leopold, 1953) while lAA oxidase 
activity is at a minimum (Ca&stAb ahd Dalberg ,1934) # Branching 
roots provide evidence that each root has aotonomous control of 
its axis of elongation (Davidson 19^1 ) # ^or these reasons and 
because of the effect of lAA on the differentiation of vascular 
tissue in regenerating decapitated roots Torrqy (l937) and 
Davidson (i960) have suggested that the meristem is the site 
of lAA ggmthesis# This suggestion is supported by the work of 
Gordon on the metabolism of lAA in pea roots after irradiation# 
Following low doses of X-rays the auxin concentration at the
root apex fall# (Gordon,1953) b#eauae irradiation inhibits ISA 
synthesis, since the ensyme catalysing the conversion lAo /, — > 
lAA is extremely radiosensitive, though lAA itself is relatively 
stable (Gordon ,1934)# The fall in auxin concentration at the 
root apex following X-irradiation is solely attributable to an 
increase in the destruction or utilisation of lAA (Gordon, 1937) * 
Davidson (l9^0 suggests that, in regeneration of roots after 
irradiation, meristematio aotivily of the new priaordiisa results 
in the stimulation of the elongation of cells basal to the 
primordium#
Clowes has been more interested in the other aspect of root 
regeneration, the part played by the quiescent centre# Here the 
iiqportant questions ares what ,aediteins the normal metabolic 
inactivity of quiescent centre cells? and what, after irradiati<m 
stimulates these cells to meristematic activity? Measuring 
rates of mitosis after irradiation by accumulation of metaphases 
Clowes has correlated high rates in the quiesoent centre with 
low rates elsewhere in the meristem# of Zea and Vicia# But 
Homsey (l936) assessing the length of the mitotic cycle after 
irradiation by the incidence of micronuclei following a seccmd 
dose of X-rays obtains results indicating that three days after
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irradiation of y^oia roots with 130 rads any post-irradiation 
delay in the mitotic cycle has disappeared and rates of 
mitosis are equivalent to those in unirradiated roots# Clowes 
has suggested that an explanation of the apparent discrepancy 
in these findings lies in the fact that since Hornsey’s estimate 
is for the whole meristem her result is more nearly comparable 
with Clowes’ value for stele cells 230 /A, from the quiescent 
centre# Clowes finds that rates of mitosis in these cells are 
least affected by irradiation# However, Neaxy, Evans and 
Tonkinson (1938), having modified their method of calculating 
rates of mitosis from rates of accumulation of me ta phases 
determined radiation-induced mitotic delay in meristem cells of 
Viola roots and their results indicate that, 48 hours after 
irradiation with low doses of gamma rays from a ^Co source, 
rates of mitosis are approaching levels found in un-irradia ted 
control roots#
The following experiments were conducted to investigate 
the behaviour of Allium sativum root meristems after X-irradiation,
Method
Allium roots were grown in the dark until they were 1-2 cms# 
long, three quarters of them were then exposed to 230 rads of
( 0(4-
X-rays in the manner described in Section 2 p. 4» . Samples of 
both the irradiated roots and the control roots were fixed in 
TPA within 30 mins# of the irradiations* The rest of the 
control roots and about a third of the Irradiated roots were 
transferred to aerated 0*03^  aqueous colchicine solution and 
samples of roots were fixed at 2 hourly intervals for 8 hours#
The other irradiated roots were grown An for 3 days in aerated 
tap water, on the third day half the roots were treated with 
oolohioine and fixed as before and on the fourth day the rest were 
treated similarly# The roots were sectiwed longitudinally 
and stained in leuco-basic fuohsln and fast green# The nunher 
of cells in different stages of mitosis were counted for ^e 
different regions of the meristem in the median sections of ten 
roots per fixation and the rates of mitosis were calculated from 
the rates of accumulation of meta phases as in Section 4# The 
counts are given in Table and the accumulations of meta phases 
are plotted in Fig^ 9 /^ ^ //
Results
The plot of percentages of me ta phases in the unirradiated 
control roots (Fig# 9 ) shows that in all regions of the meristem
the rate of metaphase accumulation was reasonably consistent
* *
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Metaphase accumulation in Allium sativum root apices 3 days 
after exposure to 250 rads of X -rays.
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table l i
Durmtlon of the mltotie oyoXe and mitoeie in different 
region# of the neristem of unirradiated control root# of 
Allium eatlvum.
'^7
cap initials
qoiesoent centre
etele Just above 
quiescent centre
stele 200yu, above 
quiescent centre
T (hours)
27
3ÔI
31
23
t (hours)
3
6
Values of T calculated for metaphase accumulation between 
2 and 8 hours.
Values of t based MI at 0 hours except in quiescent centre 
where MI taken as 19(#
us
TABLE /2.
Duration of the mitotic oyole and mitosis in Allium sativum 
roots 3 and 4 days after irradiation with 250 rads*
3 days 4 days
T T
cap initials 29 #) 176 
h) 34
quiescent centre 22 a) 27
b) 43
stele just above quiescent centre 33 a) 68b) 31
stele 2 Q 0 r above quiescent centre 43 a) 66b) 13
Values of T after 3 days based on metaphase accumulation between 
2 and 6 hours* Values a) and b) of T after 4 days based on 
metaphase accumulation between 2 and 8 hours and 2 and 4 hours 
respectively*
throughout Ihe 8»hour period of exposure to oolohieine* The 
rates of mitosis calcula ted from these results (Table ) 
correspond quite closely with those previously obtained for 
Allium sativum roots (Table %  ) but even though the two sets 
of roots were grown under similat conditions no special precautions 
were taken to standardise conditions and the roots came from 
different cloves# However# the similarity of the two sets of 
results indicates that the rate of accumula ti<m of metaphases by 
colchicine treatment provides a reliable method of calculating 
rates of mitosis in AHium roots.
In normal roots there is equivalent accumulation of metaphases 
over similar short time periods throughout an 0*hour oolohioine 
treatment indicating that cells enter mitosis at c steady rate 
and proceed through the cell cycle in sequential order# %is means 
that under normal conditions the meristem comprises an asynchronous 
cell population since in meristerns with partially synchronous 
cell cycles there would be periods of no metaphase accumulation 
corresponding with periods of no entzy into mitosis#
A totally different picture is presented by roots treated 
with colchicine half an hour after irradiation with 250 rads# 
First there ore striking changes in the initial mitotic indices of 
the cap initials and the quiescent centre# These are more than
I'2-O
three times those in the control roots. Values for stelar cell# 
are also higher than ^ose in the control roots# but not as 
markedly so as in the cap initials and quiescent centre. Other 
workers have found similar rises in mitotic indices following 
irradiation of asynchronous cell populatiw; in Vicia faba roots 
(Deufel# 1961) and in Trillium roots (Darlington and La Cour ^1945)* 
In % more detailed analysis of the 0 ells in mitosis in whole 
meris terns of Viola roots after irradia tl on Neaiy# Evans and 
Tonkinson (l93B) have shown that# as here# the increase in 
mitotic index is largely attributable to an increase in the 
occurrence of prophases. However# in their results the peak 
in mitotic index# exceeding that in control roots# occurs about 
2 hours after irradiatiw# rather later than in Allium after 230 
rads. After the 2 hour peak the mitotic index in Viola falls away 
to a minimum about 3 ^  hours before recovery to near noznal 
values 48 hours after irradiation# In the present results there 
is a dramatic fall from the initial mitotic index even thou^ 
the cells are exposed to colchicine. Heaxy £| al.find that their 
rise in prophascs between i and 2 hours is reflected in a peak in 
metaphase accumulation 3$ hours after irradiation. The present 
results show no obvious peak in metaphase aocuamlation at 2 or 4 
hours fhich could be associated with these earlier high nimhers
!2_\
Of prophase oeXla# This Is peihaps due to cells in a transitozy 
peak of prophases passing into meta#kase before the oolohioine 
took effect in preventing spindle formation; with 0.09^  oolohioine 
Vicia root oells are not arrested at metaphase until about 54 
miiaites after treatment (Evans# Neeiy and Tonkinson 1957 )*
Neaxy discount the possibility of the initial increase
in alto tic index belnf^  due to chromosome stiokiness since the 
porcentage of prophases as well as of later stages of mitosis 
is increased# They attribute the increase in prophases to a 
release of cells blocked by irradiation at the end of interfhase 
for about half an hour and the increase in later stages of mitosis 
td a wave of stimulation induced in cells irradiated in early 
prophase causing them to reach metaphase more quickly than usual# 
Keaxy ^ #  based this explanation of their results on 
measurements of mitotic delay at different times after irradiation 
calculated frmm data obtained by comparing metaphase accumulation 
over discrete f hourly periods of exposure to oolhhioine with 
accumula tion of metaphases in cwtrol roots* It is possible 
that with different time parameters (these must depend on species# 
dose etc#) a pattern of behaviour after irradiation such as 
described for Viola could account for the observed peak in mitosis 
after X-lxradiation of Alliim. However# one difficulty in
finterpreting the present results that would not be explained 
by the pattern of behaviour in Vie is concerns the quiescent 
centre cells* Under normal conditions about nine tenths of 
quiescent centre cells are held at about half the remainder 
are in S and the rest in Gg or M« If the value of 9.2^ for 
prophases in the quiescent centre half an hour after 
irradiation# an increase of 3*2^ over the value in control 
roots is not anomalous# how do so mapy cells reach mitosis in 
30 imns if irradiation induces a block of e n t r y  to prophase 
from Gg? Do quiescent centre cells irradiated in S and Gg 
behave differently from other meristematic cells irradiated 
at these stages of the mi to tie cycle or could they enter mitosis 
without syntherising M A  and form 1C but diploid nuclei? *
For the doses used in their experiment Neazy et • were 
able to assume that no cell failed by early death or other 
disorder to complete mitosis dr indeed to enter a second 
mitosis. However^ in Allium roots there is evidence of oeJLl 
death# chromosome stiokiness# early restitution and other 
mitotic abnormalities within 4 hours of irradiation with 250 
rads# This reduction in the number of cells capable of 
completing mitosis is Rejected in the fall in the number of 
metaphases in all regions of the meristem during exposure to
•7-B
colchicine (Fig./b p. The results show différences in tiM
behaviour of cells in different parts of the meristem# In the 
cap initials# on avezuge the most radiosensitive oells in the 
meristem# the loss of oells from mitosis exceeds entry into 
metaphase only 2 hours after irradiation despite the presenoe 
of oolohioine and# eight hours after irradiation# there are no 
Cap initials in mitosis#
The mitotic indices and the number of mstaphases in Allium 
roots 3 and 4 days after irradiation (Tables and (d*") indicate 
that active meris tema tic cells are not entering mit) sis at a 
steady sate# The plots of the pezventages of me ta phases during 
colchicine treatment 3 and 4 days after irradiation (Fig#/( and /2.) 
show that in the quiescent centre there is a fairly steady 
accumulation of meta phases over the 8 hour period of exposure# 
but# in other regions of the meristem# metaphase accumulation is 
irregular# The plots for the cap initials and stele are 
reminiscent of those for the partially synchronous meristem of 
Sinapis al^c (Clowes 19&, 2. )# In the cap initials and stele 
just above the quiescent centre there is effectively no metaphase 
accumulation between 4 and 8 hours exposure to oolohioine 4 days 
after irradiation#
The regularity of metaphase accumulation in the quiescent 
centre suggests that these oells are dividing asynchronously and
) 2_L^
calculated rates of mitosis show that they are dividing once 
evezy 20-30 hours (Tables and / The rate of mitosis in 
quiescent centre oells is about 10 times faster than in control 
roots# Calculations of the duration of ^le mitotic cycle in 
other regions of the meristem based on these metaphase 
accumulations suggest that there might be partial synchrony 
of cell cycles (Table )# If the duratiw of the mitotic 
cycle in the cap initials 4 days after irradiation is calculated 
from metaphase accumulation between 2 and 4 hours a value of 
34 hours is obtained but^ if the netj^  metaphase accumulation 
between 2 and 8 hours is used the value of T is 176 hours# Here 
the lack of metaphase aocumilation between 4 and 8 hours cannot 
be entirely due to loss of oells to interphase or an increased 
sensitivity to toxic effects of oolohioine since# in the oap 
initials 3 days after irradiation# there is no accumulation of 
metaphases during the first two hours of exposure to colchicine| 
neither are cells delayed in prophase# Genuine syiwhrony of the 
cell cycle is further suggested by the value of 13 hours for T 
in the stele cells 200^  from the quiescent centre 4 days after 
irradiation calculated, from metaphase accumulation between 2 and 
4 hours# This value is about half that for control roots and 
provides good evidence that irregular metaphase accumulation in
I V L ^
roots 3 to 4 days after irradiation is not due to the 
intermittent passage of asynehronous cells through mitosis such 
as would oocur if blocks of oells were killed In particular 
phases of the cell cycle while the behaviour of the remaining 
sells m s  left undisturbed# The results do not show whether 
irregularity in metaphase aeoumulation is due to wide variations 
in the rates of mitosis of individual cells ow partial s y n c h ra a y  
of the cell cycle#
Discussion
Metaphase aeoumulation is irregular in samples of the cell 
piqpulations of ten root meris terns of A Ilium sativum 5 or 4 days 
after irradiation with 250 rads# In the present experiments 
insufficient roots have been scored to decide whether this 
irregularity is due to sampling errors# large variations in the 
mitotic cycles of individual cells or partial synchrony of cell 
cycles# It has been shown that accumulation of mets phases in 
Allium a few days after irradiation over longer periods of exposure 
to colchicine (2-8 hours) give values for greatly depressed rates 
of mitosis in all regions of the meristem except the quiescent 
centre# These values are comparable with those fer Viola (Clowes 
and Hall 1962) and Zea (Clowes 196 3 ) # Rates of mitosis after
irradiation in Zea and Viola (Clawes and Hall 1962) are based on 
metaphase accumulations between two fixations and it was assumed 
that partial synchrony of cell cycles induced by the irradiation 
had disappeared by the time of colchicine treatment# However# 
metaphase accumulation figures for Allium over short periods 
of exposure to oolohioine give values of T similar to or even 
smaller than those found in unirradiated control roots# Thus 
from the present results it is not possible to measure the 
average rates of mitosis in different regions of the meristem 
with any confidence# Not only is there the difficulty involved 
with possible partial synchrony of the cell cycles but there is 
the problem of defining the meristem after irradiation# The 
present method gives a measure of the average rate of mitosis 
in the cells which constituted the meristem immediately prior to 
irradiation and their derivatives# However, many of these cells 
are no longer capable of meristem^tic activity and no allowance 
for such cells is made in these calculations or in those for Zea 
or Viei^ since all interphase cells contribute to lowering the 
percentage of mstaphases# There is no enpirical data on the 
reduction in the size of the effective meristem of roots after 
irradiation but it has been suggested by Gray and Soholes (l959) 
that about 30fc of cells in the meristem of Vicia die after a
I %  f
dose of about 130 rads# this estimate seems high# but eertainly 
in Allium roots after 250 rads m ry  cells do become meris tema tioly 
ineffective either by death or by differentiation# Thus death or 
differentiation of cells in the meristem of Allium after 250 rads 
add to the difficulties of assessing rates of mitosis in discrete 
regions of the meristem other than the quieseent centre by an 
unmedified metaphase accumulation method#
However# these experiments show that a few days after 
irradiation# rates of mitosis in the quis scent centre rise to 
levels similar to those found in other regions of the meristem 
in unirradiated control roots and while in these regions cell 
cycles may be partially synchronous# in the quieseent centre cells 
certainly appear to be dividing a synchronously# This is another 
aspect of cell behaviour less affected by irradiation in the 
quiescent centre than elsewhere in the meristem# It is possible# 
that in cells of other parts of the meristem which survive 
irradiation to continue active division# the length of the mitotic
cycle 3 days after irradiation is similar to that 1 found in'
unirradiated roots as Hornsey*s results for Vicia (l936) suggest#
If this is so# although the 3 day peak of mitosis in the quiescent 
centre is a reflection of the radiation-induced mitotic delay 
of cells in at the time of irradiation the continued meris tema tio
2-5
activily of quiescent centre cells may be associated with the 
reduction in the sise of the meristem racier then reduction in 
the rates of mitosis of cells in the rest of the meristem# but 
the present results do net allow such distinctions to be made*
r L.J. .1
1 ^ 0
smmARY.
1. The root meristem of Allium sativum has been clesoribed from 
longitudinal and transverse sections of the root apex, fk> 
evidence for the presenoe of a cuiescent centre can be (joined 
from a Torpor - Kappe analysis of cell patterns.
2. The presence at the pole of the stake of a quiescent centre 
comprising 50 - 50 oells has been demonstrated by auto- 
rrdiographs of roots fed with tritiated thymidine#
5* Rates of mitosis in different regions of the root meristem
have been measured by three independent methods ;
a) metaphase accumulation
b) continuous labelling 
o) pulse labelling
The rsults of the three methods are consistent and show that 
the rate of mitosis in the cuiescent centre is of the order 
of ten times that in other parts of the merlatam.
44. The duration of the different phases of the mitotic oyole have 
boon measured for various regions of the meristem by a pulse 
lal)olling technique. It has been found that the time spent 
in mitosis and the later stages of interphase is approximately/ 
similar in all regions of the meristem. The extent of the
130
mitotic cycle in cuioacont centre cells la due to the length 
of time spent in the >^eriod of interphase prior to DNA synthesis# 
Quiescent centre oells contain the 2C amount of DNA during 
approximately 909^  of their cell cycle,
5# It has been found tliat during recovery from oolohioine treatment 
the mitotic index in the quiescent centre rises while it falls in 
other regions of the meristem. The cells fonaing the primordlum 
from which the root regenerates of ter colchicine treatment are 
derivatives of miiesoent centre cells.
6# Using the number of cells carrying mioronuoloi as an estimate of 
radiation damage the radio sensitivity of different regions of tk 
root meristem of Allium Sativium have been investigated after 
various doses of DG-rays. It has been found that the cap initials 
are the most radio sensitive and quiescent centre oells by far the 
least sensitive# The is shorter in the cap initials
than elsewhere in the meristem while it is longest in th 
quiescent centre. Cells fro# the two regions of the stele are 
approximately equally sensitive, the averag'» values of in 
these too regions are the same.
7. Rates of ndtcsis in the different regions of the meristem have 
been measured by metaphase accimulation at various times after 
irradiation with 250 rads of 5&-rays# In the quiescent centre 
three or four days after irradiation the rate of mitosis is greater 
than in the other regions of the root being ten times that found 
in the quiescent centre of unirradiated control roots. Average
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